Attachment 3

July 2, 2019
Chief Darrell Betsaka
Naha Dehe Dene Band
General Delivery
Nahanni Butte, NT X0E 0N0
Dear Chief Darrell,
Re:

Planned Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Access Road and Operating Permits, Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to inform you that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) to obtain a permit to stage winter road
construction equipment on the north side of the Liard River, and to modify the scope of Mine
operations permits.
Details are provided below.
ACCESS ROAD
Land Use Permit to Stage Road Construction Equipment
The process to issue permits for an all season road (ASR) to the Prairie Creek Mine is nearing
completion. However, the current schedule indicates permits will not be issued until the first
week of October. Following that, a number of management and monitoring plans will need to be
approved before construction can start.
As Phase 1 of the ASR development, CZN plans to build a winter road next winter. Most of the
construction will occur from the Liard River end. The Liard River presents an obstacle to road
construction progress because an ice bridge is required to cross the river, and an ice bridge
sufficient to support heavy equipment typically cannot be built before approximately midJanuary. This would mean a very short schedule to complete road construction and still allow for
several weeks to haul supplies into the Mine before the end of the winter haulage season.
We propose to alleviate the construction schedule concerns by barging some equipment across
the river in September before freeze-up. We would ‘stage’ this equipment on the north side of
the river, in a rocky clearing some 60 m from the shore. The equipment will have drip-pans
underneath to collect any potential leaking oil. We will not stage fuel. Fuel will be delivered later
by helicopter. More details on the staging proposal are provided in an attached document from
our road engineers, Allnorth.
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When winter has set-in and the ground is frozen enough, we will be able to start winter road
construction from the north side of the river, expected to be in November.
In order to stage the equipment, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB for a Land Use Permit
(LUP). The LUP would only be for the staging, and could be issued in early September in time to
complete the staging. The LUP would have a limited number of management and monitoring
plan requirements which we should be able to readily address.
THE MINE
Expiry of Mine Operations Type A Land Use Permit MV2008D0014, New LUP Application
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years plus an
extension was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and
cannot be extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit.
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. CZN applied to extend the term to 25
years with a review of permit conditions every 5 years. The MVLWB is still considering this
application. We believe our application for a new mine operations LUP would be considered
jointly with the Licence by the MVLWB.
Amendment of the Scope of Water Licence MV2008L2-0002, Land Use Permit
MV2008D0014 and New Mine Operations LUP to receive waste from Road Construction
As noted above, construction of the access road will occur primarily from the east. However, a
smaller amount of work will occur at the western end, logistically supported by the Mine. Some
temporary road construction camps may be accessible from the Mine, but not from the road
system to the east. Therefore, we have proposed to manage certain wastes from these road
construction camps at the Mine. For example, sewage may be treated in the Mine’s Sewage
Treatment Plant, domestic refuse incinerated in the Mine’s incinerator, any hydrocarboncontaminated soil treated at the Mine, any hazardous waste temporarily stored at the Mine for
later disposal, and a limited amount of scrap metal taken to the Mine for later burial in the Waste
Rock Pile with other demolition waste from mine construction.
MVLWB staff has noted that Licence MV2008L2-0002 and LUP MV2008D0014 were both
issued prior to the ASR applications being made, and the above noted road-related waste
management activities was not covered by either authorization. As such, the MVLWB requires
CZN to make applications to include the activities in the scope of the two authorizations prior to
any road waste being managed at the mine site. Therefore, CZN will be making these
applications, and will also be including the waste management activities in the scope of the
application for the new mine operations LUP.
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FOLLOW-UP
We are trying to stick to a very tight schedule in order to commence winter road construction and
the application for the staging LUP is urgent, so we would appreciate your response to this letter
at your earliest convenience. Should you have any questions or concerns related to the abovementioned applications, please contact Chris Reeves, CZN’s VP of Sustainability, at 778 868
1966.
Chris will be contacting you in the near future. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
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Parent of Canadian Zinc Corporation

April 7, 2020
Chief Darrell Betsaka
Naha Dehe Dene Band
General Delivery
Nahanni Butte, NT X0E 0N0
Dear Chief Darrell,
Re:

Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
New Operations Land Use Permit and Water Licence
Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to provide you with details of Canadian Zinc Corporation’s (CZN’s) planned
applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (the Board) to obtain a new Land
Use Permit (LUP) and Water Licence (Licence) for operation of the Prairie Creek Mine (the
Mine). We wrote to you previously on these matters, but since this was some time ago, we felt it
was appropriate to update you, and notify you that we now plan to proceed with the applications.
Details are provided below.
Existing Operations Permits due to Expire
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years. An extension
was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and cannot be
extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit. We wrote to you
previously about this application on July 2, 2019 (copy attached) and subsequently engaged with
you on the matter.
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. We previously wrote to you on this
matter on October 12, 2017, April 23, 2018, and July 2, 2019 (copies attached). We applied to
the Board to extend the term of the Licence to 25 years. We have now been advised that the
Board does not extend the term of Type A Licences. Therefore, we will be making an application
for a new Licence.
Project Status
When CZN obtained operating permits in 2013, the Company hoped to be in a position to move
forward with commercial production. However, there were delays in the permitting of the allseason access road, consequently delaying the Company’s ability to develop the Mine. In
addition, capital markets have been, and remain, challenging and, as announced on February 4,
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2020, the Company is seeking during 2020 to make the Mine more financially attractive via
throughput enhancements. This will be assisted by the potential conversion of inferred resources
into indicated resources through exploration drilling.
The above-noted project enhancements are likely to require some changes to the conditions in
the existing operations Licence. However, until we have completed our analyses, we will not be
in a position to confirm these changes. In the mean-time, we wish to maintain operating permits
which are an important part of project attractiveness.
Planned Applications
We plan to apply for new 5-year operations LUP with no changes to the conditions in the
expiring LUP. We also plan to apply for new 3-year operations Licence with no changes to the
conditions in the expiring Licence. The 3-year timeframe is intended to cover the period we
require to evaluate project enhancements, an application for a new Licence with a longer term
and with some changes to the current conditions, and the time required to process that
application before Licence expiry. We will write to you, and engage with you further, on the
application for the longer, revised Licence before we make the application.
Follow-Up
Should you have any questions or concerns related to any of the above-mentioned applications,
please contact us. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
cc Don MacDonald, CEO, NorZinc
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Name of Proponent:

Canadian Zinc “CZN”)

Name of Affected Party:

Naha Dehe Dene Band (“NDDB”)
Reason(s) for
Engagement

Overview of
Issue(s)
Resolved

Overview of Issue(s) Unresolved

Name(s) of
representative(s)
from affected
party who
participated in
engagement

Name(s) of
representative(s)
from proponent
who participated
in engagement

Chief Darrell Betsaka

Chris Reeves

July 3, 2019

LUP

Chief Darrell Betsaka

Chris Reeves

July 3, 2019

LUP

Chris Reeves

July 4, 2019

LUP

Stacey Marcellais

Chris Reeves

July 8, 2019

LUP

CZN Received Letter of Support from NDDB

Chief Darrell Betsaka

Don MacDonald

Feb 3, 2020

LUP

Sent e‐mail updating on CZN’S future project
plans

Chief Darrell Betsaka

Don MacDonald

February 10,
2020

LUP

Met and discussed CZN’S future project plans,
as well as planned applications

Chief Darrell Betsaka

David Harpley

Chief Darrell Betsaka

David Harpley

Jayne Konisenta/Jim
Betsaka

Don MacDonald

Chief Darrell Betsaka

David Harpley

Greg Empson, legal

February 13,
2020
February 14,
2020
Feb 11, 29, Mar
12, Apr 6, 2020
April 7, 2020

Discussed the operations LUP application
Sent July 2 information letter for operations
LUP application
NDDB providing CZN letter of support for LUP
application

Sent information letter with details of future
project plans and planned applications
Email reply confirming receipt of information
letter
Calls to provide updates on CZN’S future
project plans, as well as planned applications
Sent information letter to advise CZN is
proceeding with the application

LUP
LUP
LUP
LUP

Name & Signature of Proponent (representative):
Name & Signature of Affected Party (representative):

David Harpley

Pre-Submission Engagement Log
Date

Attendees

Engagement
Activity
Type

Issue(s) Raised by
Affected Party

July 3, 2019

Chief Darrell
Betsaka

Call

Discussed the need for a
new operations LUP.

July 3, 2019

Chief Darrell
Betsaka

Letter to
Chief

July 4, 2019

Greg Empson

Call

July 8, 2019

Stacey
Marcellais
Chief Darrell
Betsaka

Email

Sent letter with LUP details
and request support from
NDDB regarding CZN’s LUP
application
NDDB will be providing a
letter supporting CZN’s LUP
application
NDDB sent Letter of
Support for CZN’s LUP
Sent e‐mail updating on
CZN’S future project plans
CZN’S future project plans
were discussed, as well as
planned applications
Sent information letter with
details of future project
plans and planned
applications
Email reply confirming
receipt of information
letter
Calls to provide updates on
CZN’S future project plans,
as well as planned
applications
Sent information letter to
advise CZN is proceeding
with the application

Feb 3, 2020
February 10,
2020

Chief Darrell
Betsaka

February 13,
2020

Chief Darrell
Betsaka

February 14,
2020

Chief Darrell
Betsaka

Feb 11, 29,
Mar 12, Apr
6, 2020

Jayne
Konisenta/Jim
Betsaka

April 7, 2020

Chief Darrell
Betsaka

Email
Meeting

Letter

Email

Calls

Letter

Recommendation
from Affected
Party

Information
Materials
Provided?

Written
Correspondence,
meeting notes or
minutes?

CZN will
provide LUP
information

N

N

NA

Y

Y

NDDB will provide
letter of support

NA

N

N

None

NA

Y

Y

None

NA

Y

N

None

CZN will
provide letter

N

N

None

NA

Y

Y

None

NA

N

Y

None

NA

N

N

None

NA

Y

Y

Chief needs LUP
details to discuss
with Chief and
Council
None

Proponent
Response to
Issue

July 2, 2019
Chief Gerry Antoine
Liidlii Kue First Nation
PO Box 469
Fort Simpson, NT X0E 0N0
Dear Chief Gerry,
Re:

Planned Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Access Road and Operating Permits, Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to inform you that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) to obtain a permit to stage winter road
construction equipment on the north side of the Liard River, and to modify the scope of Mine
operations permits.
Details are provided below.
ACCESS ROAD
Land Use Permit to Stage Road Construction Equipment
The process to issue permits for an all season road (ASR) to the Prairie Creek Mine is nearing
completion. However, the current schedule indicates permits will not be issued until the first
week of October. Following that, a number of management and monitoring plans will need to be
approved before construction can start.
As Phase 1 of the ASR development, CZN plans to build a winter road next winter. Most of the
construction will occur from the Liard River end. The Liard River presents an obstacle to road
construction progress because an ice bridge is required to cross the river, and an ice bridge
sufficient to support heavy equipment typically cannot be built before approximately midJanuary. This would mean a very short schedule to complete road construction and still allow for
several weeks to haul supplies into the Mine before the end of the winter haulage season.
We propose to alleviate the construction schedule concerns by barging some equipment across
the river in September before freeze-up. We would ‘stage’ this equipment on the north side of
the river, in a rocky clearing some 60 m from the shore. The equipment will have drip-pans
underneath to collect any potential leaking oil. We will not stage fuel. Fuel will be delivered later
by helicopter. More details on the staging proposal are provided in an attached document from
our road engineers, Allnorth.
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When winter has set-in and the ground is frozen enough, we will be able to start winter road
construction from the north side of the river, expected to be in November.
In order to stage the equipment, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB for a Land Use Permit
(LUP). The LUP would only be for the staging, and could be issued in early September in time to
complete the staging. The LUP would have a limited number of management and monitoring
plan requirements which we should be able to readily address.
THE MINE
Expiry of Mine Operations Type A Land Use Permit MV2008D0014, New LUP Application
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years plus an
extension was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and
cannot be extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit.
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. CZN applied to extend the term to 25
years with a review of permit conditions every 5 years. The MVLWB is still considering this
application. We believe our application for a new mine operations LUP would be considered
jointly with the Licence by the MVLWB.
Amendment of the Scope of Water Licence MV2008L2-0002, Land Use Permit
MV2008D0014 and New Mine Operations LUP to receive waste from Road Construction
As noted above, construction of the access road will occur primarily from the east. However, a
smaller amount of work will occur at the western end, logistically supported by the Mine. Some
temporary road construction camps may be accessible from the Mine, but not from the road
system to the east. Therefore, we have proposed to manage certain wastes from these road
construction camps at the Mine. For example, sewage may be treated in the Mine’s Sewage
Treatment Plant, domestic refuse incinerated in the Mine’s incinerator, any hydrocarboncontaminated soil treated at the Mine, any hazardous waste temporarily stored at the Mine for
later disposal, and a limited amount of scrap metal taken to the Mine for later burial in the Waste
Rock Pile with other demolition waste from mine construction.
MVLWB staff has noted that Licence MV2008L2-0002 and LUP MV2008D0014 were both
issued prior to the ASR applications being made, and the above noted road-related waste
management activities was not covered by either authorization. As such, the MVLWB requires
CZN to make applications to include the activities in the scope of the two authorizations prior to
any road waste being managed at the mine site. Therefore, CZN will be making these
applications, and will also be including the waste management activities in the scope of the
application for the new mine operations LUP.
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FOLLOW-UP
We are trying to stick to a very tight schedule in order to commence winter road construction and
the application for the staging LUP is urgent, so we would appreciate your response to this letter
at your earliest convenience. Should you have any questions or concerns related to the abovementioned applications, please contact Chris Reeves, CZN’s VP of Sustainability, at 778 868
1966.
Chris will be contacting you in the near future. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
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April 7, 2020
Chief Gerry Antoine
Liidlii Kue First Nation
PO Box 469
Fort Simpson, NT X0E 0N0
Dear Chief Gerry,
Re:

Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
New Operations Land Use Permit and Water Licence
Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to provide you with details of Canadian Zinc Corporation’s (CZN’s) planned
applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (the Board) to obtain a new Land
Use Permit (LUP) and Water Licence (Licence) for operation of the Prairie Creek Mine (the
Mine). We wrote to you previously on these matters, but since this was some time ago, we felt it
was appropriate to update you, and notify you that we now plan to proceed with the applications.
Details are provided below.
Existing Operations Permits due to Expire
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years. An extension
was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and cannot be
extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit. We wrote to you
previously about this application on July 2, 2019 (copy attached) and subsequently engaged with
you on the matter.
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. We previously wrote to you on this
matter on October 12, 2017, April 23, 2018, and July 2, 2019 (copies attached). We applied to
the Board to extend the term of the Licence to 25 years. We have now been advised that the
Board does not extend the term of Type A Licences. Therefore, we will be making an application
for a new Licence.
Project Status
When CZN obtained operating permits in 2013, the Company hoped to be in a position to move
forward with commercial production. However, there were delays in the permitting of the allseason access road, consequently delaying the Company’s ability to develop the Mine. In
addition, capital markets have been, and remain, challenging and, as announced on February 4,
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2020, the Company is seeking during 2020 to make the Mine more financially attractive via
throughput enhancements. This will be assisted by the potential conversion of inferred resources
into indicated resources through exploration drilling.
The above-noted project enhancements are likely to require some changes to the conditions in
the existing operations Licence. However, until we have completed our analyses, we will not be
in a position to confirm these changes. In the mean-time, we wish to maintain operating permits
which are an important part of project attractiveness.
Planned Applications
We plan to apply for new 5-year operations LUP with no changes to the conditions in the
expiring LUP. We also plan to apply for new 3-year operations Licence with no changes to the
conditions in the expiring Licence. The 3-year timeframe is intended to cover the period we
require to evaluate project enhancements, an application for a new Licence with a longer term
and with some changes to the current conditions, and the time required to process that
application before Licence expiry. We will write to you, and engage with you further, on the
application for the longer, revised Licence before we make the application.
Follow-Up
Should you have any questions or concerns related to any of the above-mentioned applications,
please contact us. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
cc Don MacDonald, CEO, NorZinc

Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
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April 28, 2020

Chris Hotson
Regulatory Manager
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board

7th Floor, 4922 48th St.
PO Box 2130
Yellowknife, NT

X1A2P6

Re: NorZinc Permit Applications

Dear Chris,

NorZinc CNZC) wrote to us on March 19, 2020 and on April 7, 2020 to advise that they will be
making applications to amend certain permits and apply for new permits. The details of the
applications are as follows:

• LUP MV2019C0011 for underground exploration, application to change security
payment requirement from 90 days after permit issue to before the undertaking;
• Licence MV2019L2-0006 for underground exploration, application to change security
payment requirement from 90 days after permit issue to 9 months after permit issue;

• Replacement for LUP MV20 13 C0002 for surface exploration;
• Licences MV2014L8-0006 and PC2014L8-0006 for the all season road, applications to
change the Licences from Type B to Type A in order to allow more than 300 m3/day of
water to be withdrawn from previously defined sources;
• Replacement for LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations for a 5-year timeframe with no
changes to the conditions; and,
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• Replacement for Type A Water Licence MV2008L2-0002, the main mine operations
permit, with a 3-year timeframe with no changes to the conditions of the expiring license.
This letter is to confirm that NZC has engaged with us on these applications and that we support
the company submitting the applications to commence the regulatory process. We reserve our
right to provide further comments during the subsequent formal review processes.

M,

'Antoine

14 Ki^ First Nation
Box 469, Fort Simpson, NT

XOE ONO
Tel: (867) 695-3131
Fax: (867)695-2665
Em: chief@liidliikue.com
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Name of Proponent:

Canadian Zinc (CZN)

Name of Affected Party:

Liidlii Kue First Nation (LKFN)
Reason(s) for
Engagement

Overview
of Issue(s)
Resolved

Overview of Issue(s) Unresolved

Name(s) of
representative(s)
from affected
party who
participated in
engagement

Name(s) of
representative(s)
from proponent
who participated
in engagement

Chief Gerald Antoine

David Harpley

July 3, 2019

LUP

Chief Gerald Antoine

Don MacDonald

July 5, 2019

LUP

Lorraine Land, legal

Chris Reeves

July 9/10,
2019

LUP

Called and left message to discuss LUP

Liza MacPherson

Chris Reeves

July 10, 2019

LUP

Include Climate Muyambo in LKFN communication

Chief Gerald Antoine

Don MacDonald

July 27, Aug
17, Nov 17,

LUP

Met, held conference calls, e‐mails to discuss multiple
matters including operations and permit applications

Chief Gerald Antoine

Don MacDonald

Jul 10‐Nov 22,
2019

LUP

~100 E‐mails discussing multiple matters including
operations and permit applications

Chief Gerald Antoine

Don MacDonald

Jan 16, Feb
10, Apr 1,
2020

LUP

Calls to discuss multiple matters including applications
for new operating permits

Chief Gerald Antoine

David Harpley

April 14, 2020

LUP

Sent letter advising CZN is now proceeding with LUP
application

Name & Signature of Proponent (representative):
Name & Signature of Affected Party (representative):

Sent Letter re operations LUP application in addition
to others
Met to discuss multiple matters including operations
and permit applications

David
Harpley

Pre-Submission Engagement Log
Date

Attendees

Engagement
Activity Type

July 3, 2019

Chief Gerry
Antoine

Letter to Chief

July 5, 2019

July 9‐10,
2019
July 10,
2019

Chief Gerry
Meeting
Antoine/Climate
Muyambo
Lorraine Land
Call

Issue(s) Raised by Affected
Party

Sent letter with LUP details
regarding CZN’s application for a
new operations LUP
Met to discuss multiple matters
including operations and permit
applications
Left message to discuss LUP

Liza
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July 2, 2019
Chief Eugene Hope
Acho Dene Koe First Nation
General Delivery
Fort Liard, NT X0G 0A0
Dear Chief Eugene,
Re:

Planned Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Access Road and Operating Permits, Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to inform you that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) to obtain a permit to stage winter road
construction equipment on the north side of the Liard River, and to modify the scope of Mine
operations permits.
Details are provided below.
ACCESS ROAD
Land Use Permit to Stage Road Construction Equipment
The process to issue permits for an all season road (ASR) to the Prairie Creek Mine is nearing
completion. However, the current schedule indicates permits will not be issued until the first
week of October. Following that, a number of management and monitoring plans will need to be
approved before construction can start.
As Phase 1 of the ASR development, CZN plans to build a winter road next winter. Most of the
construction will occur from the Liard River end. The Liard River presents an obstacle to road
construction progress because an ice bridge is required to cross the river, and an ice bridge
sufficient to support heavy equipment typically cannot be built before approximately midJanuary. This would mean a very short schedule to complete road construction and still allow for
several weeks to haul supplies into the Mine before the end of the winter haulage season.
We propose to alleviate the construction schedule concerns by barging some equipment across
the river in September before freeze-up. We would ‘stage’ this equipment on the north side of
the river, in a rocky clearing some 60 m from the shore. The equipment will have drip-pans
underneath to collect any potential leaking oil. We will not stage fuel. Fuel will be delivered later
by helicopter. More details on the staging proposal are provided in an attached document from
our road engineers, Allnorth.
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When winter has set-in and the ground is frozen enough, we will be able to start winter road
construction from the north side of the river, expected to be in November.
In order to stage the equipment, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB for a Land Use Permit
(LUP). The LUP would only be for the staging, and could be issued in early September in time to
complete the staging. The LUP would have a limited number of management and monitoring
plan requirements which we should be able to readily address.
THE MINE
Expiry of Mine Operations Type A Land Use Permit MV2008D0014, New LUP Application
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years plus an
extension was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and
cannot be extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit.
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. CZN applied to extend the term to 25
years with a review of permit conditions every 5 years. The MVLWB is still considering this
application. We believe our application for a new mine operations LUP would be considered
jointly with the Licence by the MVLWB.
Amendment of the Scope of Water Licence MV2008L2-0002, Land Use Permit
MV2008D0014 and New Mine Operations LUP to receive waste from Road Construction
As noted above, construction of the access road will occur primarily from the east. However, a
smaller amount of work will occur at the western end, logistically supported by the Mine. Some
temporary road construction camps may be accessible from the Mine, but not from the road
system to the east. Therefore, we have proposed to manage certain wastes from these road
construction camps at the Mine. For example, sewage may be treated in the Mine’s Sewage
Treatment Plant, domestic refuse incinerated in the Mine’s incinerator, any hydrocarboncontaminated soil treated at the Mine, any hazardous waste temporarily stored at the Mine for
later disposal, and a limited amount of scrap metal taken to the Mine for later burial in the Waste
Rock Pile with other demolition waste from mine construction.
MVLWB staff has noted that Licence MV2008L2-0002 and LUP MV2008D0014 were both
issued prior to the ASR applications being made, and the above noted road-related waste
management activities was not covered by either authorization. As such, the MVLWB requires
CZN to make applications to include the activities in the scope of the two authorizations prior to
any road waste being managed at the mine site. Therefore, CZN will be making these
applications, and will also be including the waste management activities in the scope of the
application for the new mine operations LUP.
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FOLLOW-UP
We are trying to stick to a very tight schedule in order to commence winter road construction and
the application for the staging LUP is urgent, so we would appreciate your response to this letter
at your earliest convenience. Should you have any questions or concerns related to the abovementioned applications, please contact Chris Reeves, CZN’s VP of Sustainability, at 778 868
1966.
Chris will be contacting you in the near future. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
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April 7, 2020
Chief Eugene Hope
Acho Dene Koe First Nation
General Delivery
Fort Liard, NT X0G 0A0
Dear Chief Eugene,
Re:

Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
New Operations Land Use Permit and Water Licence
Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to provide you with details of Canadian Zinc Corporation’s (CZN’s) planned
applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (the Board) to obtain a new Land
Use Permit (LUP) and Water Licence (Licence) for operation of the Prairie Creek Mine (the
Mine). We wrote to you previously on these matters, but since this was some time ago, we felt it
was appropriate to update you, and notify you that we now plan to proceed with the applications.
Details are provided below.
Existing Operations Permits due to Expire
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years. An extension
was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and cannot be
extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit. We wrote to you
previously about this application on July 2, 2019 (copy attached) and subsequently engaged with
you on the matter.
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. We previously wrote to you on this
matter on October 12, 2017, April 23, 2018, and July 2, 2019 (copies attached). We applied to
the Board to extend the term of the Licence to 25 years. We have now been advised that the
Board does not extend the term of Type A Licences. Therefore, we will be making an application
for a new Licence.
Project Status
When CZN obtained operating permits in 2013, the Company hoped to be in a position to move
forward with commercial production. However, there were delays in the permitting of the allseason access road, consequently delaying the Company’s ability to develop the Mine. In
addition, capital markets have been, and remain, challenging and, as announced on February 4,
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2020, the Company is seeking during 2020 to make the Mine more financially attractive via
throughput enhancements. This will be assisted by the potential conversion of inferred resources
into indicated resources through exploration drilling.
The above-noted project enhancements are likely to require some changes to the conditions in
the existing operations Licence. However, until we have completed our analyses, we will not be
in a position to confirm these changes. In the mean-time, we wish to maintain operating permits
which are an important part of project attractiveness.
Planned Applications
We plan to apply for new 5-year operations LUP with no changes to the conditions in the
expiring LUP. We also plan to apply for new 3-year operations Licence with no changes to the
conditions in the expiring Licence. The 3-year timeframe is intended to cover the period we
require to evaluate project enhancements, an application for a new Licence with a longer term
and with some changes to the current conditions, and the time required to process that
application before Licence expiry. We will write to you, and engage with you further, on the
application for the longer, revised Licence before we make the application.
Follow-Up
Should you have any questions or concerns related to any of the above-mentioned applications,
please contact us. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
cc Don MacDonald, CEO, NorZinc
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July 2, 2019
Chief Stanley Sanguez
Jean Marie River First Nation
General Delivery
Jean Marie River, NT X0E 0N0
Dear Chief Stanley,
Re:

Planned Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Access Road and Operating Permits, Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to inform you that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) to obtain a permit to stage winter road
construction equipment on the north side of the Liard River, and to modify the scope of Mine
operations permits.
Details are provided below.
ACCESS ROAD
Land Use Permit to Stage Road Construction Equipment
The process to issue permits for an all season road (ASR) to the Prairie Creek Mine is nearing
completion. However, the current schedule indicates permits will not be issued until the first
week of October. Following that, a number of management and monitoring plans will need to be
approved before construction can start.
As Phase 1 of the ASR development, CZN plans to build a winter road next winter. Most of the
construction will occur from the Liard River end. The Liard River presents an obstacle to road
construction progress because an ice bridge is required to cross the river, and an ice bridge
sufficient to support heavy equipment typically cannot be built before approximately midJanuary. This would mean a very short schedule to complete road construction and still allow for
several weeks to haul supplies into the Mine before the end of the winter haulage season.
We propose to alleviate the construction schedule concerns by barging some equipment across
the river in September before freeze-up. We would ‘stage’ this equipment on the north side of
the river, in a rocky clearing some 60 m from the shore. The equipment will have drip-pans
underneath to collect any potential leaking oil. We will not stage fuel. Fuel will be delivered later
by helicopter. More details on the staging proposal are provided in an attached document from
our road engineers, Allnorth.
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When winter has set-in and the ground is frozen enough, we will be able to start winter road
construction from the north side of the river, expected to be in November.
In order to stage the equipment, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB for a Land Use Permit
(LUP). The LUP would only be for the staging, and could be issued in early September in time to
complete the staging. The LUP would have a limited number of management and monitoring
plan requirements which we should be able to readily address.
THE MINE
Expiry of Mine Operations Type A Land Use Permit MV2008D0014, New LUP Application
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years plus an
extension was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and
cannot be extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit.
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. CZN applied to extend the term to 25
years with a review of permit conditions every 5 years. The MVLWB is still considering this
application. We believe our application for a new mine operations LUP would be considered
jointly with the Licence by the MVLWB.
Amendment of the Scope of Water Licence MV2008L2-0002, Land Use Permit
MV2008D0014 and New Mine Operations LUP to receive waste from Road Construction
As noted above, construction of the access road will occur primarily from the east. However, a
smaller amount of work will occur at the western end, logistically supported by the Mine. Some
temporary road construction camps may be accessible from the Mine, but not from the road
system to the east. Therefore, we have proposed to manage certain wastes from these road
construction camps at the Mine. For example, sewage may be treated in the Mine’s Sewage
Treatment Plant, domestic refuse incinerated in the Mine’s incinerator, any hydrocarboncontaminated soil treated at the Mine, any hazardous waste temporarily stored at the Mine for
later disposal, and a limited amount of scrap metal taken to the Mine for later burial in the Waste
Rock Pile with other demolition waste from mine construction.
MVLWB staff has noted that Licence MV2008L2-0002 and LUP MV2008D0014 were both
issued prior to the ASR applications being made, and the above noted road-related waste
management activities was not covered by either authorization. As such, the MVLWB requires
CZN to make applications to include the activities in the scope of the two authorizations prior to
any road waste being managed at the mine site. Therefore, CZN will be making these
applications, and will also be including the waste management activities in the scope of the
application for the new mine operations LUP.
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FOLLOW-UP
We are trying to stick to a very tight schedule in order to commence winter road construction and
the application for the staging LUP is urgent, so we would appreciate your response to this letter
at your earliest convenience. Should you have any questions or concerns related to the abovementioned applications, please contact Chris Reeves, CZN’s VP of Sustainability, at 778 868
1966.
Chris will be contacting you in the near future. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
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April 7, 2020
Chief Stanley Sanguez
Jean Marie River First Nation
General Delivery
Jean Marie River, NT X0E 0N0
Dear Chief Stanley,
Re:

Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
New Operations Land Use Permit and Water Licence
Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to provide you with details of Canadian Zinc Corporation’s (CZN’s) planned
applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (the Board) to obtain a new Land
Use Permit (LUP) and Water Licence (Licence) for operation of the Prairie Creek Mine (the
Mine). We wrote to you previously on these matters, but since this was some time ago, we felt it
was appropriate to update you, and notify you that we now plan to proceed with the applications.
Details are provided below.
Existing Operations Permits due to Expire
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years. An extension
was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and cannot be
extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit. We wrote to you
previously about this application on July 2, 2019 (copy attached) and subsequently engaged with
you on the matter.
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. We previously wrote to you on this
matter on October 12, 2017, April 23, 2018, and July 2, 2019 (copies attached). We applied to
the Board to extend the term of the Licence to 25 years. We have now been advised that the
Board does not extend the term of Type A Licences. Therefore, we will be making an application
for a new Licence.
Project Status
When CZN obtained operating permits in 2013, the Company hoped to be in a position to move
forward with commercial production. However, there were delays in the permitting of the allseason access road, consequently delaying the Company’s ability to develop the Mine. In
addition, capital markets have been, and remain, challenging and, as announced on February 4,
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2020, the Company is seeking during 2020 to make the Mine more financially attractive via
throughput enhancements. This will be assisted by the potential conversion of inferred resources
into indicated resources through exploration drilling.
The above-noted project enhancements are likely to require some changes to the conditions in
the existing operations Licence. However, until we have completed our analyses, we will not be
in a position to confirm these changes. In the mean-time, we wish to maintain operating permits
which are an important part of project attractiveness.
Planned Applications
We plan to apply for new 5-year operations LUP with no changes to the conditions in the
expiring LUP. We also plan to apply for new 3-year operations Licence with no changes to the
conditions in the expiring Licence. The 3-year timeframe is intended to cover the period we
require to evaluate project enhancements, an application for a new Licence with a longer term
and with some changes to the current conditions, and the time required to process that
application before Licence expiry. We will write to you, and engage with you further, on the
application for the longer, revised Licence before we make the application.
Follow-Up
Should you have any questions or concerns related to any of the above-mentioned applications,
please contact us. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
cc Don MacDonald, CEO, NorZinc
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July 2, 2019
Chief Dolphus Jumbo
Sambaa K’e Dene Band
PO Box 10
Trout Lake, NT X0E 1Z0
Dear Chief Dolphus,
Re:

Planned Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Access Road and Operating Permits, Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to inform you that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) to obtain a permit to stage winter road
construction equipment on the north side of the Liard River, and to modify the scope of Mine
operations permits.
Details are provided below.
ACCESS ROAD
Land Use Permit to Stage Road Construction Equipment
The process to issue permits for an all season road (ASR) to the Prairie Creek Mine is nearing
completion. However, the current schedule indicates permits will not be issued until the first
week of October. Following that, a number of management and monitoring plans will need to be
approved before construction can start.
As Phase 1 of the ASR development, CZN plans to build a winter road next winter. Most of the
construction will occur from the Liard River end. The Liard River presents an obstacle to road
construction progress because an ice bridge is required to cross the river, and an ice bridge
sufficient to support heavy equipment typically cannot be built before approximately midJanuary. This would mean a very short schedule to complete road construction and still allow for
several weeks to haul supplies into the Mine before the end of the winter haulage season.
We propose to alleviate the construction schedule concerns by barging some equipment across
the river in September before freeze-up. We would ‘stage’ this equipment on the north side of
the river, in a rocky clearing some 60 m from the shore. The equipment will have drip-pans
underneath to collect any potential leaking oil. We will not stage fuel. Fuel will be delivered later
by helicopter. More details on the staging proposal are provided in an attached document from
our road engineers, Allnorth.
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When winter has set-in and the ground is frozen enough, we will be able to start winter road
construction from the north side of the river, expected to be in November.
In order to stage the equipment, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB for a Land Use Permit
(LUP). The LUP would only be for the staging, and could be issued in early September in time to
complete the staging. The LUP would have a limited number of management and monitoring
plan requirements which we should be able to readily address.
THE MINE
Expiry of Mine Operations Type A Land Use Permit MV2008D0014, New LUP Application
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years plus an
extension was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and
cannot be extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit.
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. CZN applied to extend the term to 25
years with a review of permit conditions every 5 years. The MVLWB is still considering this
application. We believe our application for a new mine operations LUP would be considered
jointly with the Licence by the MVLWB.
Amendment of the Scope of Water Licence MV2008L2-0002, Land Use Permit
MV2008D0014 and New Mine Operations LUP to receive waste from Road Construction
As noted above, construction of the access road will occur primarily from the east. However, a
smaller amount of work will occur at the western end, logistically supported by the Mine. Some
temporary road construction camps may be accessible from the Mine, but not from the road
system to the east. Therefore, we have proposed to manage certain wastes from these road
construction camps at the Mine. For example, sewage may be treated in the Mine’s Sewage
Treatment Plant, domestic refuse incinerated in the Mine’s incinerator, any hydrocarboncontaminated soil treated at the Mine, any hazardous waste temporarily stored at the Mine for
later disposal, and a limited amount of scrap metal taken to the Mine for later burial in the Waste
Rock Pile with other demolition waste from mine construction.
MVLWB staff has noted that Licence MV2008L2-0002 and LUP MV2008D0014 were both
issued prior to the ASR applications being made, and the above noted road-related waste
management activities was not covered by either authorization. As such, the MVLWB requires
CZN to make applications to include the activities in the scope of the two authorizations prior to
any road waste being managed at the mine site. Therefore, CZN will be making these
applications, and will also be including the waste management activities in the scope of the
application for the new mine operations LUP.
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FOLLOW-UP
We are trying to stick to a very tight schedule in order to commence winter road construction and
the application for the staging LUP is urgent, so we would appreciate your response to this letter
at your earliest convenience. Should you have any questions or concerns related to the abovementioned applications, please contact Chris Reeves, CZN’s VP of Sustainability, at 778 868
1966.
Chris will be contacting you in the near future. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
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April 7, 2020
Chief Dolphus Jumbo
Sambaa K’e Dene Band
PO Box 10
Trout Lake, NT X0E 1Z0
Dear Chief Dolphus,
Re:

Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
New Operations Land Use Permit and Water Licence
Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to provide you with details of Canadian Zinc Corporation’s (CZN’s) planned
applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (the Board) to obtain a new Land
Use Permit (LUP) and Water Licence (Licence) for operation of the Prairie Creek Mine (the
Mine). We wrote to you previously on these matters, but since this was some time ago, we felt it
was appropriate to update you, and notify you that we now plan to proceed with the applications.
Details are provided below.
Existing Operations Permits due to Expire
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years. An extension
was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and cannot be
extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit. We wrote to you
previously about this application on July 2, 2019 (copy attached) and subsequently engaged with
you on the matter.
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. We previously wrote to you on this
matter on October 12, 2017, April 23, 2018, and July 2, 2019 (copies attached). We applied to
the Board to extend the term of the Licence to 25 years. We have now been advised that the
Board does not extend the term of Type A Licences. Therefore, we will be making an application
for a new Licence.
Project Status
When CZN obtained operating permits in 2013, the Company hoped to be in a position to move
forward with commercial production. However, there were delays in the permitting of the allseason access road, consequently delaying the Company’s ability to develop the Mine. In
addition, capital markets have been, and remain, challenging and, as announced on February 4,
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2020, the Company is seeking during 2020 to make the Mine more financially attractive via
throughput enhancements. This will be assisted by the potential conversion of inferred resources
into indicated resources through exploration drilling.
The above-noted project enhancements are likely to require some changes to the conditions in
the existing operations Licence. However, until we have completed our analyses, we will not be
in a position to confirm these changes. In the mean-time, we wish to maintain operating permits
which are an important part of project attractiveness.
Planned Applications
We plan to apply for new 5-year operations LUP with no changes to the conditions in the
expiring LUP. We also plan to apply for new 3-year operations Licence with no changes to the
conditions in the expiring Licence. The 3-year timeframe is intended to cover the period we
require to evaluate project enhancements, an application for a new Licence with a longer term
and with some changes to the current conditions, and the time required to process that
application before Licence expiry. We will write to you, and engage with you further, on the
application for the longer, revised Licence before we make the application.
Follow-Up
Should you have any questions or concerns related to any of the above-mentioned applications,
please contact us. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
cc Don MacDonald, CEO, NorZinc
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July 2, 2019
Chief Morris Moses
Pehdzeh Ki First Nation
General Delivery
Wrigley, NT X0E 1E0
Dear: Chief Morris,
Re:

Planned Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Access Road and Operating Permits, Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to inform you that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) to obtain a permit to stage winter road
construction equipment on the north side of the Liard River, and to modify the scope of Mine
operations permits.
Details are provided below.
ACCESS ROAD
Land Use Permit to Stage Road Construction Equipment
The process to issue permits for an all season road (ASR) to the Prairie Creek Mine is nearing
completion. However, the current schedule indicates permits will not be issued until the first
week of October. Following that, a number of management and monitoring plans will need to be
approved before construction can start.
As Phase 1 of the ASR development, CZN plans to build a winter road next winter. Most of the
construction will occur from the Liard River end. The Liard River presents an obstacle to road
construction progress because an ice bridge is required to cross the river, and an ice bridge
sufficient to support heavy equipment typically cannot be built before approximately midJanuary. This would mean a very short schedule to complete road construction and still allow for
several weeks to haul supplies into the Mine before the end of the winter haulage season.
We propose to alleviate the construction schedule concerns by barging some equipment across
the river in September before freeze-up. We would ‘stage’ this equipment on the north side of
the river, in a rocky clearing some 60 m from the shore. The equipment will have drip-pans
underneath to collect any potential leaking oil. We will not stage fuel. Fuel will be delivered later
by helicopter. More details on the staging proposal are provided in an attached document from
our road engineers, Allnorth.
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When winter has set-in and the ground is frozen enough, we will be able to start winter road
construction from the north side of the river, expected to be in November.
In order to stage the equipment, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB for a Land Use Permit
(LUP). The LUP would only be for the staging, and could be issued in early September in time to
complete the staging. The LUP would have a limited number of management and monitoring
plan requirements which we should be able to readily address.
THE MINE
Expiry of Mine Operations Type A Land Use Permit MV2008D0014, New LUP Application
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years plus an
extension was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and
cannot be extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit.
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. CZN applied to extend the term to 25
years with a review of permit conditions every 5 years. The MVLWB is still considering this
application. We believe our application for a new mine operations LUP would be considered
jointly with the Licence by the MVLWB.
Amendment of the Scope of Water Licence MV2008L2-0002, Land Use Permit
MV2008D0014 and New Mine Operations LUP to receive waste from Road Construction
As noted above, construction of the access road will occur primarily from the east. However, a
smaller amount of work will occur at the western end, logistically supported by the Mine. Some
temporary road construction camps may be accessible from the Mine, but not from the road
system to the east. Therefore, we have proposed to manage certain wastes from these road
construction camps at the Mine. For example, sewage may be treated in the Mine’s Sewage
Treatment Plant, domestic refuse incinerated in the Mine’s incinerator, any hydrocarboncontaminated soil treated at the Mine, any hazardous waste temporarily stored at the Mine for
later disposal, and a limited amount of scrap metal taken to the Mine for later burial in the Waste
Rock Pile with other demolition waste from mine construction.
MVLWB staff has noted that Licence MV2008L2-0002 and LUP MV2008D0014 were both
issued prior to the ASR applications being made, and the above noted road-related waste
management activities was not covered by either authorization. As such, the MVLWB requires
CZN to make applications to include the activities in the scope of the two authorizations prior to
any road waste being managed at the mine site. Therefore, CZN will be making these
applications, and will also be including the waste management activities in the scope of the
application for the new mine operations LUP.
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FOLLOW-UP
We are trying to stick to a very tight schedule in order to commence winter road construction and
the application for the staging LUP is urgent, so we would appreciate your response to this letter
at your earliest convenience. Should you have any questions or concerns related to the abovementioned applications, please contact Chris Reeves, CZN’s VP of Sustainability, at 778 868
1966.
Chris will be contacting you in the near future. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
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April 7, 2020
Chief Morris Moses
Pehdzeh Ki First Nation
General Delivery
Wrigley, NT X0E 1E0
Dear: Chief Morris,
Re:

Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
New Operations Land Use Permit and Water Licence
Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to provide you with details of Canadian Zinc Corporation’s (CZN’s) planned
applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (the Board) to obtain a new Land
Use Permit (LUP) and Water Licence (Licence) for operation of the Prairie Creek Mine (the
Mine). We wrote to you previously on these matters, but since this was some time ago, we felt it
was appropriate to update you, and notify you that we now plan to proceed with the applications.
Details are provided below.
Existing Operations Permits due to Expire
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years. An extension
was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and cannot be
extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit. We wrote to you
previously about this application on July 2, 2019 (copy attached) and subsequently engaged with
you on the matter.
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. We previously wrote to you on this
matter on October 12, 2017, April 23, 2018, and July 2, 2019 (copies attached). We applied to
the Board to extend the term of the Licence to 25 years. We have now been advised that the
Board does not extend the term of Type A Licences. Therefore, we will be making an application
for a new Licence.
Project Status
When CZN obtained operating permits in 2013, the Company hoped to be in a position to move
forward with commercial production. However, there were delays in the permitting of the allseason access road, consequently delaying the Company’s ability to develop the Mine. In
addition, capital markets have been, and remain, challenging and, as announced on February 4,
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2020, the Company is seeking during 2020 to make the Mine more financially attractive via
throughput enhancements. This will be assisted by the potential conversion of inferred resources
into indicated resources through exploration drilling.
The above-noted project enhancements are likely to require some changes to the conditions in
the existing operations Licence. However, until we have completed our analyses, we will not be
in a position to confirm these changes. In the mean-time, we wish to maintain operating permits
which are an important part of project attractiveness.
Planned Applications
We plan to apply for new 5-year operations LUP with no changes to the conditions in the
expiring LUP. We also plan to apply for new 3-year operations Licence with no changes to the
conditions in the expiring Licence. The 3-year timeframe is intended to cover the period we
require to evaluate project enhancements, an application for a new Licence with a longer term
and with some changes to the current conditions, and the time required to process that
application before Licence expiry. We will write to you, and engage with you further, on the
application for the longer, revised Licence before we make the application.
Follow-Up
Should you have any questions or concerns related to any of the above-mentioned applications,
please contact us. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
cc Don MacDonald, CEO, NorZinc
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July 2, 2019
President Daniel Peterson
Fort Simpson Métis Nation
PO Box 408
Fort Simpson, NT X0E 0N0
Dear Sir,
Re:

Planned Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Access Road and Operating Permits, Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to inform you that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) to obtain a permit to stage winter road
construction equipment on the north side of the Liard River, and to modify the scope of Mine
operations permits.
Details are provided below.
ACCESS ROAD
Land Use Permit to Stage Road Construction Equipment
The process to issue permits for an all season road (ASR) to the Prairie Creek Mine is nearing
completion. However, the current schedule indicates permits will not be issued until the first
week of October. Following that, a number of management and monitoring plans will need to be
approved before construction can start.
As Phase 1 of the ASR development, CZN plans to build a winter road next winter. Most of the
construction will occur from the Liard River end. The Liard River presents an obstacle to road
construction progress because an ice bridge is required to cross the river, and an ice bridge
sufficient to support heavy equipment typically cannot be built before approximately midJanuary. This would mean a very short schedule to complete road construction and still allow for
several weeks to haul supplies into the Mine before the end of the winter haulage season.
We propose to alleviate the construction schedule concerns by barging some equipment across
the river in September before freeze-up. We would ‘stage’ this equipment on the north side of
the river, in a rocky clearing some 60 m from the shore. The equipment will have drip-pans
underneath to collect any potential leaking oil. We will not stage fuel. Fuel will be delivered later
by helicopter. More details on the staging proposal are provided in an attached document from
our road engineers, Allnorth.
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When winter has set-in and the ground is frozen enough, we will be able to start winter road
construction from the north side of the river, expected to be in November.
In order to stage the equipment, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB for a Land Use Permit
(LUP). The LUP would only be for the staging, and could be issued in early September in time to
complete the staging. The LUP would have a limited number of management and monitoring
plan requirements which we should be able to readily address.
THE MINE
Expiry of Mine Operations Type A Land Use Permit MV2008D0014, New LUP Application
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years plus an
extension was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and
cannot be extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit.
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. CZN applied to extend the term to 25
years with a review of permit conditions every 5 years. The MVLWB is still considering this
application. We believe our application for a new mine operations LUP would be considered
jointly with the Licence by the MVLWB.
Amendment of the Scope of Water Licence MV2008L2-0002, Land Use Permit
MV2008D0014 and New Mine Operations LUP to receive waste from Road Construction
As noted above, construction of the access road will occur primarily from the east. However, a
smaller amount of work will occur at the western end, logistically supported by the Mine. Some
temporary road construction camps may be accessible from the Mine, but not from the road
system to the east. Therefore, we have proposed to manage certain wastes from these road
construction camps at the Mine. For example, sewage may be treated in the Mine’s Sewage
Treatment Plant, domestic refuse incinerated in the Mine’s incinerator, any hydrocarboncontaminated soil treated at the Mine, any hazardous waste temporarily stored at the Mine for
later disposal, and a limited amount of scrap metal taken to the Mine for later burial in the Waste
Rock Pile with other demolition waste from mine construction.
MVLWB staff has noted that Licence MV2008L2-0002 and LUP MV2008D0014 were both
issued prior to the ASR applications being made, and the above noted road-related waste
management activities was not covered by either authorization. As such, the MVLWB requires
CZN to make applications to include the activities in the scope of the two authorizations prior to
any road waste being managed at the mine site. Therefore, CZN will be making these
applications, and will also be including the waste management activities in the scope of the
application for the new mine operations LUP.
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FOLLOW-UP
We are trying to stick to a very tight schedule in order to commence winter road construction and
the application for the staging LUP is urgent, so we would appreciate your response to this letter
at your earliest convenience. Should you have any questions or concerns related to the abovementioned applications, please contact Chris Reeves, CZN’s VP of Sustainability, at 778 868
1966.
Chris will be contacting you in the near future. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
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April 7, 2020
President Daniel Peterson
Fort Simpson Métis Nation
PO Box 408
Fort Simpson, NT X0E 0N0
Dear Sir,
Re:

Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
New Operations Land Use Permit and Water Licence
Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to provide you with details of Canadian Zinc Corporation’s (CZN’s) planned
applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (the Board) to obtain a new Land
Use Permit (LUP) and Water Licence (Licence) for operation of the Prairie Creek Mine (the
Mine). We wrote to you previously on these matters, but since this was some time ago, we felt it
was appropriate to update you, and notify you that we now plan to proceed with the applications.
Details are provided below.
Existing Operations Permits due to Expire
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years. An extension
was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and cannot be
extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit. We wrote to you
previously about this application on July 2, 2019 (copy attached) and subsequently engaged with
you on the matter.
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. We previously wrote to you on this
matter on October 12, 2017, April 23, 2018, and July 2, 2019 (copies attached). We applied to
the Board to extend the term of the Licence to 25 years. We have now been advised that the
Board does not extend the term of Type A Licences. Therefore, we will be making an application
for a new Licence.
Project Status
When CZN obtained operating permits in 2013, the Company hoped to be in a position to move
forward with commercial production. However, there were delays in the permitting of the allseason access road, consequently delaying the Company’s ability to develop the Mine. In
addition, capital markets have been, and remain, challenging and, as announced on February 4,
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2020, the Company is seeking during 2020 to make the Mine more financially attractive via
throughput enhancements. This will be assisted by the potential conversion of inferred resources
into indicated resources through exploration drilling.
The above-noted project enhancements are likely to require some changes to the conditions in
the existing operations Licence. However, until we have completed our analyses, we will not be
in a position to confirm these changes. In the mean-time, we wish to maintain operating permits
which are an important part of project attractiveness.
Planned Applications
We plan to apply for new 5-year operations LUP with no changes to the conditions in the
expiring LUP. We also plan to apply for new 3-year operations Licence with no changes to the
conditions in the expiring Licence. The 3-year timeframe is intended to cover the period we
require to evaluate project enhancements, an application for a new Licence with a longer term
and with some changes to the current conditions, and the time required to process that
application before Licence expiry. We will write to you, and engage with you further, on the
application for the longer, revised Licence before we make the application.
Follow-Up
Should you have any questions or concerns related to any of the above-mentioned applications,
please contact us. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
cc Don MacDonald, CEO, NorZinc
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LUP
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Danny Peterson
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Sent Letter for LUP application

Danny Peterson

Chris Reeves
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Danny Peterson

Chris Reeves
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Danny Peterson

Chris Reeves

July 10, 2019

LUP

Sent email to request follow up
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Danny Peterson
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application
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Wilbert Antoine
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Spoke to him re application letters
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July 3, 2019

Marie Lafferty

July 3, 2019

Danny
Peterson

Letter to Danny
Peterson

July 9, 2019

Danny
Peterson
Danny
Peterson

Call

July 10, 2019

Danny
Peterson

Email

Request follow up
communication

None

None

Y

Y

April 7, 2020

Danny
Peterson

Letter

None

None

None

Y

Y

April 22,
2020

Danny
Peterson

Call

Received application
letters.

Will call back in
the afternoon.

Non call
received

N

N

July 10, 2019

Call

Issue(s) Raised by
Affected Party

Call

July 2, 2019
Grand Chief Gladys Norwegian
Dehcho First Nations
PO Box 89
Fort Simpson, NT X0E 0N0
Dear: Grand Chief Gladys,
Re:

Planned Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Access Road and Operating Permits, Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to inform you that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) to obtain a permit to stage winter road
construction equipment on the north side of the Liard River, and to modify the scope of Mine
operations permits.
Details are provided below.
ACCESS ROAD
Land Use Permit to Stage Road Construction Equipment
The process to issue permits for an all season road (ASR) to the Prairie Creek Mine is nearing
completion. However, the current schedule indicates permits will not be issued until the first
week of October. Following that, a number of management and monitoring plans will need to be
approved before construction can start.
As Phase 1 of the ASR development, CZN plans to build a winter road next winter. Most of the
construction will occur from the Liard River end. The Liard River presents an obstacle to road
construction progress because an ice bridge is required to cross the river, and an ice bridge
sufficient to support heavy equipment typically cannot be built before approximately midJanuary. This would mean a very short schedule to complete road construction and still allow for
several weeks to haul supplies into the Mine before the end of the winter haulage season.
We propose to alleviate the construction schedule concerns by barging some equipment across
the river in September before freeze-up. We would ‘stage’ this equipment on the north side of
the river, in a rocky clearing some 60 m from the shore. The equipment will have drip-pans
underneath to collect any potential leaking oil. We will not stage fuel. Fuel will be delivered later
by helicopter. More details on the staging proposal are provided in an attached document from
our road engineers, Allnorth.
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When winter has set-in and the ground is frozen enough, we will be able to start winter road
construction from the north side of the river, expected to be in November.
In order to stage the equipment, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB for a Land Use Permit
(LUP). The LUP would only be for the staging, and could be issued in early September in time to
complete the staging. The LUP would have a limited number of management and monitoring
plan requirements which we should be able to readily address.
THE MINE
Expiry of Mine Operations Type A Land Use Permit MV2008D0014, New LUP Application
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years plus an
extension was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and
cannot be extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit.
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. CZN applied to extend the term to 25
years with a review of permit conditions every 5 years. The MVLWB is still considering this
application. We believe our application for a new mine operations LUP would be considered
jointly with the Licence by the MVLWB.
Amendment of the Scope of Water Licence MV2008L2-0002, Land Use Permit
MV2008D0014 and New Mine Operations LUP to receive waste from Road Construction
As noted above, construction of the access road will occur primarily from the east. However, a
smaller amount of work will occur at the western end, logistically supported by the Mine. Some
temporary road construction camps may be accessible from the Mine, but not from the road
system to the east. Therefore, we have proposed to manage certain wastes from these road
construction camps at the Mine. For example, sewage may be treated in the Mine’s Sewage
Treatment Plant, domestic refuse incinerated in the Mine’s incinerator, any hydrocarboncontaminated soil treated at the Mine, any hazardous waste temporarily stored at the Mine for
later disposal, and a limited amount of scrap metal taken to the Mine for later burial in the Waste
Rock Pile with other demolition waste from mine construction.
MVLWB staff has noted that Licence MV2008L2-0002 and LUP MV2008D0014 were both
issued prior to the ASR applications being made, and the above noted road-related waste
management activities was not covered by either authorization. As such, the MVLWB requires
CZN to make applications to include the activities in the scope of the two authorizations prior to
any road waste being managed at the mine site. Therefore, CZN will be making these
applications, and will also be including the waste management activities in the scope of the
application for the new mine operations LUP.
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FOLLOW-UP
We are trying to stick to a very tight schedule in order to commence winter road construction and
the application for the staging LUP is urgent, so we would appreciate your response to this letter
at your earliest convenience. Should you have any questions or concerns related to the abovementioned applications, please contact Chris Reeves, CZN’s VP of Sustainability, at 778 868
1966.
Chris will be contacting you in the near future. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
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Parent of Canadian Zinc Corporation

April 7, 2020
Grand Chief Gladys Norwegian
Dehcho First Nations
PO Box 89
Fort Simpson, NT X0E 0N0
Dear: Grand Chief Gladys,
Re:

Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
New Operations Land Use Permit and Water Licence
Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to provide you with details of Canadian Zinc Corporation’s (CZN’s) planned
applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (the Board) to obtain a new Land
Use Permit (LUP) and Water Licence (Licence) for operation of the Prairie Creek Mine (the
Mine). We wrote to you previously on these matters, but since this was some time ago, we felt it
was appropriate to update you, and notify you that we now plan to proceed with the applications.
Details are provided below.
Existing Operations Permits due to Expire
LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations was issued on Jun 17, 2013 for 5 years. An extension
was granted for another 2 years. The permit is now due to expire on June 16, 2020 and cannot be
extended again. Therefore, CZN plans to apply for a new 5-year permit. We wrote to you
previously about this application on July 2, 2019 (copy attached) and subsequently engaged with
you on the matter.
CZN previously applied to extend the term of the main mine operations permit, the Type A
Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence), issued on September 24, 2013 with a term of 7
years. The Licence is due to expire on September 23, 2020. We previously wrote to you on this
matter on October 12, 2017, April 23, 2018, and July 2, 2019 (copies attached). We applied to
the Board to extend the term of the Licence to 25 years. We have now been advised that the
Board does not extend the term of Type A Licences. Therefore, we will be making an application
for a new Licence.
Project Status
When CZN obtained operating permits in 2013, the Company hoped to be in a position to move
forward with commercial production. However, there were delays in the permitting of the allseason access road, consequently delaying the Company’s ability to develop the Mine. In
addition, capital markets have been, and remain, challenging and, as announced on February 4,
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2020, the Company is seeking during 2020 to make the Mine more financially attractive via
throughput enhancements. This will be assisted by the potential conversion of inferred resources
into indicated resources through exploration drilling.
The above-noted project enhancements are likely to require some changes to the conditions in
the existing operations Licence. However, until we have completed our analyses, we will not be
in a position to confirm these changes. In the mean-time, we wish to maintain operating permits
which are an important part of project attractiveness.
Planned Applications
We plan to apply for new 5-year operations LUP with no changes to the conditions in the
expiring LUP. We also plan to apply for new 3-year operations Licence with no changes to the
conditions in the expiring Licence. The 3-year timeframe is intended to cover the period we
require to evaluate project enhancements, an application for a new Licence with a longer term
and with some changes to the current conditions, and the time required to process that
application before Licence expiry. We will write to you, and engage with you further, on the
application for the longer, revised Licence before we make the application.
Follow-Up
Should you have any questions or concerns related to any of the above-mentioned applications,
please contact us. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
cc Don MacDonald, CEO, NorZinc
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Grand Chief Gladys
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Attachment 4

November 13, 2017
Julian Morse
Regulatory Officer
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
7th Floor, 4922 48th St.
PO Box 2130
Yellowknife, NT
X1A 2P6
Dear Mr. Morse:
Re:

Extension of Mine Operations Type A Water Licence MV2008L2-0002
Prairie Creek Mine

Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) is writing this letter to apply for an extension to mine
operations Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 which is due to expire on September 23, 2020. An
amendment application is attached and an application fee will be provided.
CZN recently released the results of a Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS) for the Prairie Creek
Project, which demonstrates robust economics for an initial 15-year mine life. However, CZN
needs to secure financing for the approximate $300 million capital investment required to put the
Mine into operations.
Although Type A Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the Licence) is only due to expire in
approximately in three years’ time, the period is short given the time required to secure
financing, complete mine engineering work and undertake construction. Based on the presently
envisaged development schedule, the Licence would expire at about the time CZN hopes to
commence mine operations. Therefore, the term of the Licence needs to be extended.
When third party financiers review a project for investment worthiness, a prime consideration is
confirmation of permits to operate for the proposed life of the project. Having important permits
with only a few years of the term left, or even 5 years left compared to an initial mine life of 15
years, is an unnecessary impediment in the quest to secure financing. Financiers do not
understand the NWT regulatory system whereby a Water Licence is usually renewed for a new
term following review of operating circumstances and Licence conditions.
The NWT Waters Act (section 14 (1)) allows the MVLWB to issue a Water Licence with a term
of up to 25 years. MV2008L2-0002 was issued in 2013. If the Mine commences operations in
2020, 15 years of mine operations will end in 2035, 22 years after Licence issue. Therefore, CZN
is applying to the MVLWB to extend the term of Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 to 25 years,
with expiry in 2038.
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Although the MVLWB may review and change the conditions of a Licence at any time, Licence
review usually occurs approximately every 5 years, or at the time of Licence renewal. This is
also an opportunity to review security requirements. To provide for timely review, CZN
proposes that a formal review of the Licence be conducted after every five years of operations,
and that the Board include this in the amended Licence. This should satisfy all parties that
Licence conditions and security will be appropriate and relevant for the life of the project,
without the Licence expiring.
Instances have occurred in the past concerning northern Water Boards where great anxiety has
occurred because a Licence was due to expire and the process of review and renewal had not
been completed. There was a possibility of mining operations having to cease temporarily. We
submit that this is not necessary for the Board to exercise its duties with respect to regulatory
oversight. Licences should not expire until operations have finished. We believe ‘life-of-project’
licences, or 25 year licences if the project life extends beyond 25 years, with review after every 5
years of operations is a better approach to encourage investment and development and to
minimize uncertainty of tenure, while still providing the same level of regulatory control.
Regarding engagement with indigenous groups, CZN met with the Nahanni Butte Dene Band
(NBDB), the nearest community to the Mine, on October 4, 2017 during which this application
was mentioned. Notification letters were subsequently sent to indigenous groups, copies of
which are attached. CZN subsequently received the attached email reply from the NBDB.
Follow-up contacts with the other indigenous groups were made by Wilbert Antoine, CZN’s
Northern Development Manager, mostly during the week of October 23, 2017 when many of the
Chiefs of the indigenous groups were in Fort Simpson attending National Energy Board (NEB)
hearings. An Engagement Log is attached with details.
Should you have any questions related to this letter, please contact us.
Yours truly,

David P. Harpley, P. Geo.
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
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ENGAGEMENT LOG
October 24, 2017
7:05 AM – Breakfast meeting with Chief Dolphus Jumbo; SKFN, Discussed CZN’s letter of Oct.
12 re 3 permits. Gave copy to him.
October 25, 2017
1:35 PM – Meeting with DFN Executive Assistant Gregg Nhulie, Discussed Oct. 12 letter, gave
copy to him to pass on to Grand Chief.
October 26, 2017
10:00 AM Break – Meeting with Ruby Jumbo, SKFN, discussed Oct. 12 letter, gave her copy;
Same break, meeting with Elder Gabe Hardisty, PKFN, discussed Oct. 12 letter, gave him copy.
2:00 PM - Brief meeting with President Daniel Peterson, FSMN, discussed Oct. 12 letter, gave
him copy; Same break, meeting with Stanley Sanguez, Elder JMRFN, discussed Oct. 12 letter,
gave him copy, his suggestion to call Chief Gladys Norwegian on Monday October 30, 2017.
October 30, 2017
10:00 AM - Phone discussion with Chief Gladys Norwegian JMRFN, discussed Oct. 12 letter,
said she will respond later. She is aware of the email letter.
Same day, meeting with Chief Gerald Antoine at his office, discussed Oct. 12 letter, will respond
later.
November 7, 2017
The Oct. 12 letter was resent to ADK Chief Gene Hope by Joseph Lanzon, CZN VP of
Corporate Development, asking him to review and get back to us.
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Chief Peter Marcellais
Nahanni Butte Dene Band
General Delivery
Nahanni Butte, NT X0E 0N0
Dear: Chief Peter,
Re:

Requests to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Changes to Existing Permits, Prairie Creek Mine

Following to our meeting in Nahanni Butte on October 4, 2017 this letter is to confirm that
Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water
Board (MVLWB) for changes to two existing Water Licences and a Land Use Permit for the
Prairie Creek Mine. Further details of the proposed changes are explained below.
Extension of Mine Operations Type A Water Licence MV2008L2-0002
CZN recently released the results of a Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS) for the Prairie Creek
Project, which demonstrates robust economics for an initial 15-year mine life. However, CZN
needs to secure financing for the approximate $300 million capital investment required to put the
Mine into operations.
The main Prairie Creek Mine operations permit, Type A Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the
Licence), was issued on September 24, 2013 and is due to expire on September 23, 2020.
Although this is approximately in three years’ time, the period is short given the time required to
secure financing, complete mine engineering work and undertake construction. The Licence
would expire at about the time CZN hopes to commence mine operations, therefore, the term of
the Licence needs to be extended.
When third party financiers review a project for investment worthiness, a prime consideration is
confirmation of permits to operate for the proposed life of the project. Having important permits
with only a few years of the term left, or even 5 years left compared to an initial mine life of 15
years, does not help in the quest to secure financing. Financiers do not understand the NWT
regulatory system whereby a Water Licence is usually renewed for a new term following review
of operating circumstances and Licence conditions.
The NWT Waters Act allows the MVLWB to issue a Water Licence with a term of up to 25
years. Therefore, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB to extend the term of Water Licence
MV2008L2-0002 to 25 years, with expiry in 2038. Although the MVLWB may review and
change the conditions of a Licence at any time, we will propose that a formal review process
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every five years be included in the amended Licence. This should satisfy all parties and also
should increase the probability of CZN securing adequate financing for the operation.
Extension of Winter Road Land Use Permit MV201F0007
Winter Road Land Use Permit MV201F0007 expires on January 10, 2018 but can be extended
for 2 years.
The Mackenzie Valley Review Board recently recommended that the Minister of CrownIndigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada approve the Report of Environmental
Assessment for CZN’s proposed all season road connecting the Mine to the Liard Highway. The
Minister may take up to 5 months to make a decision, but can extend this period. With a positive
decision, the project would then proceed to permitting, a process that may take in the order of 69 months.
CZN needs to maintain the ability to build a winter road to the Mine in the interim to bring in
supplies to support site care and maintenance activities, and perhaps to start preparing the site for
construction. Therefore, CZN will apply to the MVLWB for a 2 year extension to
MV2012F0007, in the event the Company wishes to use it next winter or the following winter.
Change to Zinc Limit in Exploration Water Licence MV2001L2-0003
CZN currently holds Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 which was obtained to develop an
underground decline for further exploration. The decline was completed in 2007, but CZN has
continued to use the Licence to treat mine water emanating from the main portal by gravity. Zinc
concentrations are elevated in the mine water. The water is mainly from the old workings created
by Cadillac.
The mine water is treated in an exploration-scale plant located near the portal. After treatment,
the water is routed to the Polishing Pond to settle out sediment. Discharge from the Polishing
Pond flows into the Catchment Pond where it mingles with other site runoff before release to
Harrison Creek via a culvert. Harrison Creek is a man-made channel at the discharge location
and flows into Prairie Creek about 45 m downstream.
Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 specifies that water leaving the Polishing Pond is to have a total
zinc concentration of no more than 0.3 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 0.6 mg/L
in a single sample. These limits are quite low and are difficult to achieve.
The current federal Metal Mine Effluent Regulation (MMER) specified limits for total zinc in
discharge of 0.5 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 1 mg/L in a single sample.
However, these limits have recently been reviewed and an imminent adjustment will change
them to 0.4 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 0.8 mg/L in a single sample.
CZN will be applying to the MVLWB to change the total zinc limits in the Licence to be the
same as the new MMER limits (0.4 and 0.8 mg/L). CZN is looking to improve the treatment of
mine water, but the revised limits should also enable compliance.
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Previous and recent studies and results show that there have been no significant effects on the
water quality or aquatic life in Prairie Creek as a result of mine drainage. These studies and
results cover the period before and after CZN’s commencement of mine water treatment in 2006.
Therefore, CZN’s proposal to change the Licence limits will not significantly alter prevailing
conditions.
Should you have any questions related to this letter, please contact Wilbert Antoine, CZN’s
Northern Development Manager based in Fort Simpson. Wilbert can also arrange a meeting if
you so desire.
Yours truly,

David P. Harpley, P. Geo.
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
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Re: Changes to Permits
NBDB admin [manager.nbdb@gmail.com]
Sent:October-20-17 9:47 AM
To: David Harpley
Cc: Chief Peter Marcellais [chief.nbdb@gmail.com]

Hi David,
Please accept this email as confirmation Chief Peter Marcellais, representing the Nahanni Butte Dene Band,
has no issues or concerns with your three applications for extensions or changes to the permits with the
MVLWB as outlined in your letter of October 12th, 2017.
Thanks,
Mark Pocklingtion
Band Manager/SAO
On Fri, Oct 13, 2017 at 10:48 AM, David Harpley <david@canadianzinc.com> wrote:
Chief, further to our meeting last week, attached is a letter describing the changes to existing permits we propose to
apply to the MVLWB for.
If you have any questions or concerns, please contact us. If not, a simple email reply indicating 'no concerns' would
be appreciated.
Regards.
David Harpley
VP, Environment and Permitting Affairs
Canadian Zinc
Home Office 604 594 3855, Office 604 688 2001

11/11/2017, 2:13 PM
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October 12, 2017
Chief Eugene Hope
Acho Dene Koe First Nation
General Delivery
Fort Liard, NT X0G 0A0
Dear: Chief Eugene,
Re:

Requests to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Changes to Existing Permits, Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to inform you that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) for changes to two existing Water
Licences and a Land Use Permit for the Prairie Creek Mine. The details of the proposed changes
are explained below.
Extension of Mine Operations Type A Water Licence MV2008L2-0002
CZN recently released the results of a Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS) for the Prairie Creek
Project, which demonstrates robust economics for an initial 15-year mine life. However, CZN
needs to secure financing for the approximate $300 million capital investment required to put the
Mine into operations.
The main Prairie Creek Mine operations permit, Type A Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the
Licence), was issued on September 24, 2013 and is due to expire on September 23, 2020.
Although this is approximately in three years’ time, the period is short given the time required to
secure financing, complete mine engineering work and undertake construction. The Licence
would expire at about the time CZN hopes to commence mine operations, therefore, the term of
the Licence needs to be extended.
When third party financiers review a project for investment worthiness, a prime consideration is
confirmation of permits to operate for the proposed life of the project. Having important permits
with only a few years of the term left, or even 5 years left compared to an initial mine life of 15
years, does not help in the quest to secure financing. Financiers do not understand the NWT
regulatory system whereby a Water Licence is usually renewed for a new term following review
of operating circumstances and Licence conditions.
The NWT Waters Act allows the MVLWB to issue a Water Licence with a term of up to 25
years. Therefore, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB to extend the term of Water Licence
MV2008L2-0002 to 25 years, with expiry in 2038. Although the MVLWB may review and
change the conditions of a Licence at any time, we will propose that a formal review process
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every five years be included in the amended Licence. This should satisfy all parties and also
should increase the probability of CZN securing adequate financing for the operation.
Extension of Winter Road Land Use Permit MV201F0007
Winter Road Land Use Permit MV201F0007 expires on January 10, 2018 but can be extended
for 2 years.
The Mackenzie Valley Review Board recently recommended that the Minister of CrownIndigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada approve the Report of Environmental
Assessment for CZN’s proposed all season road connecting the Mine to the Liard Highway. The
Minister may take up to 5 months to make a decision, but can extend this period. With a positive
decision, the project would then proceed to permitting, a process that may take in the order of 69 months.
CZN needs to maintain the ability to build a winter road to the Mine in the interim to bring in
supplies to support site care and maintenance activities, and perhaps to start preparing the site for
construction. Therefore, CZN will apply to the MVLWB for a 2 year extension to
MV2012F0007, in the event the Company wishes to use it next winter or the following winter.
Change to Zinc Limit in Exploration Water Licence MV2001L2-0003
CZN currently holds Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 which was obtained to develop an
underground decline for further exploration. The decline was completed in 2007, but CZN has
continued to use the Licence to treat mine water emanating from the main portal by gravity. Zinc
concentrations are elevated in the mine water. The water is mainly from the old workings created
by Cadillac.
The mine water is treated in an exploration-scale plant located near the portal. After treatment,
the water is routed to the Polishing Pond to settle out sediment. Discharge from the Polishing
Pond flows into the Catchment Pond where it mingles with other site runoff before release to
Harrison Creek via a culvert. Harrison Creek is a man-made channel at the discharge location
and flows into Prairie Creek about 45 m downstream.
Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 specifies that water leaving the Polishing Pond is to have a total
zinc concentration of no more than 0.3 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 0.6 mg/L
in a single sample. These limits are quite low and are difficult to achieve.
The current federal Metal Mine Effluent Regulation (MMER) specified limits for total zinc in
discharge of 0.5 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 1 mg/L in a single sample.
However, these limits have recently been reviewed and an imminent adjustment will change
them to 0.4 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 0.8 mg/L in a single sample.
CZN will be applying to the MVLWB to change the total zinc limits in the Licence to be the
same as the new MMER limits (0.4 and 0.8 mg/L). CZN is looking to improve the treatment of
mine water, but the revised limits should also enable compliance.
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Previous and recent studies and results show that there have been no significant effects on the
water quality or aquatic life in Prairie Creek as a result of mine drainage. These studies and
results cover the period before and after CZN’s commencement of mine water treatment in 2006.
Therefore, CZN’s proposal to change the Licence limits will not significantly alter prevailing
conditions.
Should you have any questions related to this letter, please contact Wilbert Antoine, CZN’s
Northern Development Manager based in Fort Simpson. Wilbert can also arrange a meeting if
you so desire.
Yours truly,

David P. Harpley, P. Geo.
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs

Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
Tel: (604) 688-2001 Fax: (604) 688-2043
E-mail:david@canadianzinc.com, Website: www.canadianzinc.com
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October 12, 2017
Grand Chief Herb Norwegian
Dehcho First Nations
PO Box 89
Fort Simpson, NT X0E 0N0
Dear: Grand Chief Herb,
Re:

Requests to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Changes to Existing Permits, Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to inform you that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) for changes to two existing Water
Licences and a Land Use Permit for the Prairie Creek Mine. The details of the proposed changes
are explained below.
Extension of Mine Operations Type A Water Licence MV2008L2-0002
CZN recently released the results of a Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS) for the Prairie Creek
Project, which demonstrates robust economics for an initial 15-year mine life. However, CZN
needs to secure financing for the approximate $300 million capital investment required to put the
Mine into operations.
The main Prairie Creek Mine operations permit, Type A Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the
Licence), was issued on September 24, 2013 and is due to expire on September 23, 2020.
Although this is approximately in three years’ time, the period is short given the time required to
secure financing, complete mine engineering work and undertake construction. The Licence
would expire at about the time CZN hopes to commence mine operations, therefore, the term of
the Licence needs to be extended.
When third party financiers review a project for investment worthiness, a prime consideration is
confirmation of permits to operate for the proposed life of the project. Having important permits
with only a few years of the term left, or even 5 years left compared to an initial mine life of 15
years, does not help in the quest to secure financing. Financiers do not understand the NWT
regulatory system whereby a Water Licence is usually renewed for a new term following review
of operating circumstances and Licence conditions.
The NWT Waters Act allows the MVLWB to issue a Water Licence with a term of up to 25
years. Therefore, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB to extend the term of Water Licence
MV2008L2-0002 to 25 years, with expiry in 2038. Although the MVLWB may review and
change the conditions of a Licence at any time, we will propose that a formal review process
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every five years be included in the amended Licence. This should satisfy all parties and also
should increase the probability of CZN securing adequate financing for the operation.
Extension of Winter Road Land Use Permit MV201F0007
Winter Road Land Use Permit MV201F0007 expires on January 10, 2018 but can be extended
for 2 years.
The Mackenzie Valley Review Board recently recommended that the Minister of CrownIndigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada approve the Report of Environmental
Assessment for CZN’s proposed all season road connecting the Mine to the Liard Highway. The
Minister may take up to 5 months to make a decision, but can extend this period. With a positive
decision, the project would then proceed to permitting, a process that may take in the order of 69 months.
CZN needs to maintain the ability to build a winter road to the Mine in the interim to bring in
supplies to support site care and maintenance activities, and perhaps to start preparing the site for
construction. Therefore, CZN will apply to the MVLWB for a 2 year extension to
MV2012F0007, in the event the Company wishes to use it next winter or the following winter.
Change to Zinc Limit in Exploration Water Licence MV2001L2-0003
CZN currently holds Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 which was obtained to develop an
underground decline for further exploration. The decline was completed in 2007, but CZN has
continued to use the Licence to treat mine water emanating from the main portal by gravity. Zinc
concentrations are elevated in the mine water. The water is mainly from the old workings created
by Cadillac.
The mine water is treated in an exploration-scale plant located near the portal. After treatment,
the water is routed to the Polishing Pond to settle out sediment. Discharge from the Polishing
Pond flows into the Catchment Pond where it mingles with other site runoff before release to
Harrison Creek via a culvert. Harrison Creek is a man-made channel at the discharge location
and flows into Prairie Creek about 45 m downstream.
Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 specifies that water leaving the Polishing Pond is to have a total
zinc concentration of no more than 0.3 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 0.6 mg/L
in a single sample. These limits are quite low and are difficult to achieve.
The current federal Metal Mine Effluent Regulation (MMER) specified limits for total zinc in
discharge of 0.5 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 1 mg/L in a single sample.
However, these limits have recently been reviewed and an imminent adjustment will change
them to 0.4 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 0.8 mg/L in a single sample.
CZN will be applying to the MVLWB to change the total zinc limits in the Licence to be the
same as the new MMER limits (0.4 and 0.8 mg/L). CZN is looking to improve the treatment of
mine water, but the revised limits should also enable compliance.
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Previous and recent studies and results show that there have been no significant effects on the
water quality or aquatic life in Prairie Creek as a result of mine drainage. These studies and
results cover the period before and after CZN’s commencement of mine water treatment in 2006.
Therefore, CZN’s proposal to change the Licence limits will not significantly alter prevailing
conditions.
Should you have any questions related to this letter, please contact Wilbert Antoine, CZN’s
Northern Development Manager based in Fort Simpson. Wilbert can also arrange a meeting if
you so desire.
Yours truly,

David P. Harpley, P. Geo.
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs

Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
Tel: (604) 688-2001 Fax: (604) 688-2043
E-mail:david@canadianzinc.com, Website: www.canadianzinc.com
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October 12, 2017
Chief Gerry Antoine
Liidlii Kue First Nation
PO Box 469
Fort Simpson, NT X0E 0N0
Dear: Chief Gerry,
Re:

Requests to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Changes to Existing Permits, Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to inform you that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) for changes to two existing Water
Licences and a Land Use Permit for the Prairie Creek Mine. The details of the proposed changes
are explained below.
Extension of Mine Operations Type A Water Licence MV2008L2-0002
CZN recently released the results of a Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS) for the Prairie Creek
Project, which demonstrates robust economics for an initial 15-year mine life. However, CZN
needs to secure financing for the approximate $300 million capital investment required to put the
Mine into operations.
The main Prairie Creek Mine operations permit, Type A Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the
Licence), was issued on September 24, 2013 and is due to expire on September 23, 2020.
Although this is approximately in three years’ time, the period is short given the time required to
secure financing, complete mine engineering work and undertake construction. The Licence
would expire at about the time CZN hopes to commence mine operations, therefore, the term of
the Licence needs to be extended.
When third party financiers review a project for investment worthiness, a prime consideration is
confirmation of permits to operate for the proposed life of the project. Having important permits
with only a few years of the term left, or even 5 years left compared to an initial mine life of 15
years, does not help in the quest to secure financing. Financiers do not understand the NWT
regulatory system whereby a Water Licence is usually renewed for a new term following review
of operating circumstances and Licence conditions.
The NWT Waters Act allows the MVLWB to issue a Water Licence with a term of up to 25
years. Therefore, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB to extend the term of Water Licence
MV2008L2-0002 to 25 years, with expiry in 2038. Although the MVLWB may review and
change the conditions of a Licence at any time, we will propose that a formal review process
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every five years be included in the amended Licence. This should satisfy all parties and also
should increase the probability of CZN securing adequate financing for the operation.
Extension of Winter Road Land Use Permit MV201F0007
Winter Road Land Use Permit MV201F0007 expires on January 10, 2018 but can be extended
for 2 years.
The Mackenzie Valley Review Board recently recommended that the Minister of CrownIndigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada approve the Report of Environmental
Assessment for CZN’s proposed all season road connecting the Mine to the Liard Highway. The
Minister may take up to 5 months to make a decision, but can extend this period. With a positive
decision, the project would then proceed to permitting, a process that may take in the order of 69 months.
CZN needs to maintain the ability to build a winter road to the Mine in the interim to bring in
supplies to support site care and maintenance activities, and perhaps to start preparing the site for
construction. Therefore, CZN will apply to the MVLWB for a 2 year extension to
MV2012F0007, in the event the Company wishes to use it next winter or the following winter.
Change to Zinc Limit in Exploration Water Licence MV2001L2-0003
CZN currently holds Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 which was obtained to develop an
underground decline for further exploration. The decline was completed in 2007, but CZN has
continued to use the Licence to treat mine water emanating from the main portal by gravity. Zinc
concentrations are elevated in the mine water. The water is mainly from the old workings created
by Cadillac.
The mine water is treated in an exploration-scale plant located near the portal. After treatment,
the water is routed to the Polishing Pond to settle out sediment. Discharge from the Polishing
Pond flows into the Catchment Pond where it mingles with other site runoff before release to
Harrison Creek via a culvert. Harrison Creek is a man-made channel at the discharge location
and flows into Prairie Creek about 45 m downstream.
Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 specifies that water leaving the Polishing Pond is to have a total
zinc concentration of no more than 0.3 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 0.6 mg/L
in a single sample. These limits are quite low and are difficult to achieve.
The current federal Metal Mine Effluent Regulation (MMER) specified limits for total zinc in
discharge of 0.5 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 1 mg/L in a single sample.
However, these limits have recently been reviewed and an imminent adjustment will change
them to 0.4 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 0.8 mg/L in a single sample.
CZN will be applying to the MVLWB to change the total zinc limits in the Licence to be the
same as the new MMER limits (0.4 and 0.8 mg/L). CZN is looking to improve the treatment of
mine water, but the revised limits should also enable compliance.
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Previous and recent studies and results show that there have been no significant effects on the
water quality or aquatic life in Prairie Creek as a result of mine drainage. These studies and
results cover the period before and after CZN’s commencement of mine water treatment in 2006.
Therefore, CZN’s proposal to change the Licence limits will not significantly alter prevailing
conditions.
Should you have any questions related to this letter, please contact Wilbert Antoine, CZN’s
Northern Development Manager based in Fort Simpson. Wilbert can also arrange a meeting if
you so desire.
Yours truly,

David P. Harpley, P. Geo.
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs

Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
Tel: (604) 688-2001 Fax: (604) 688-2043
E-mail:david@canadianzinc.com, Website: www.canadianzinc.com
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October 12, 2017
Chief Gladys Norwegian
Jean Marie River First Nation
General Delivery
Jean Marie River, NT X0E 0N0
Dear: Chief Gladys,
Re:

Requests to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Changes to Existing Permits, Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to inform you that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) for changes to two existing Water
Licences and a Land Use Permit for the Prairie Creek Mine. The details of the proposed changes
are explained below.
Extension of Mine Operations Type A Water Licence MV2008L2-0002
CZN recently released the results of a Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS) for the Prairie Creek
Project, which demonstrates robust economics for an initial 15-year mine life. However, CZN
needs to secure financing for the approximate $300 million capital investment required to put the
Mine into operations.
The main Prairie Creek Mine operations permit, Type A Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the
Licence), was issued on September 24, 2013 and is due to expire on September 23, 2020.
Although this is approximately in three years’ time, the period is short given the time required to
secure financing, complete mine engineering work and undertake construction. The Licence
would expire at about the time CZN hopes to commence mine operations, therefore, the term of
the Licence needs to be extended.
When third party financiers review a project for investment worthiness, a prime consideration is
confirmation of permits to operate for the proposed life of the project. Having important permits
with only a few years of the term left, or even 5 years left compared to an initial mine life of 15
years, does not help in the quest to secure financing. Financiers do not understand the NWT
regulatory system whereby a Water Licence is usually renewed for a new term following review
of operating circumstances and Licence conditions.
The NWT Waters Act allows the MVLWB to issue a Water Licence with a term of up to 25
years. Therefore, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB to extend the term of Water Licence
MV2008L2-0002 to 25 years, with expiry in 2038. Although the MVLWB may review and
change the conditions of a Licence at any time, we will propose that a formal review process
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every five years be included in the amended Licence. This should satisfy all parties and also
should increase the probability of CZN securing adequate financing for the operation.
Extension of Winter Road Land Use Permit MV201F0007
Winter Road Land Use Permit MV201F0007 expires on January 10, 2018 but can be extended
for 2 years.
The Mackenzie Valley Review Board recently recommended that the Minister of CrownIndigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada approve the Report of Environmental
Assessment for CZN’s proposed all season road connecting the Mine to the Liard Highway. The
Minister may take up to 5 months to make a decision, but can extend this period. With a positive
decision, the project would then proceed to permitting, a process that may take in the order of 69 months.
CZN needs to maintain the ability to build a winter road to the Mine in the interim to bring in
supplies to support site care and maintenance activities, and perhaps to start preparing the site for
construction. Therefore, CZN will apply to the MVLWB for a 2 year extension to
MV2012F0007, in the event the Company wishes to use it next winter or the following winter.
Change to Zinc Limit in Exploration Water Licence MV2001L2-0003
CZN currently holds Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 which was obtained to develop an
underground decline for further exploration. The decline was completed in 2007, but CZN has
continued to use the Licence to treat mine water emanating from the main portal by gravity. Zinc
concentrations are elevated in the mine water. The water is mainly from the old workings created
by Cadillac.
The mine water is treated in an exploration-scale plant located near the portal. After treatment,
the water is routed to the Polishing Pond to settle out sediment. Discharge from the Polishing
Pond flows into the Catchment Pond where it mingles with other site runoff before release to
Harrison Creek via a culvert. Harrison Creek is a man-made channel at the discharge location
and flows into Prairie Creek about 45 m downstream.
Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 specifies that water leaving the Polishing Pond is to have a total
zinc concentration of no more than 0.3 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 0.6 mg/L
in a single sample. These limits are quite low and are difficult to achieve.
The current federal Metal Mine Effluent Regulation (MMER) specified limits for total zinc in
discharge of 0.5 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 1 mg/L in a single sample.
However, these limits have recently been reviewed and an imminent adjustment will change
them to 0.4 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 0.8 mg/L in a single sample.
CZN will be applying to the MVLWB to change the total zinc limits in the Licence to be the
same as the new MMER limits (0.4 and 0.8 mg/L). CZN is looking to improve the treatment of
mine water, but the revised limits should also enable compliance.
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Previous and recent studies and results show that there have been no significant effects on the
water quality or aquatic life in Prairie Creek as a result of mine drainage. These studies and
results cover the period before and after CZN’s commencement of mine water treatment in 2006.
Therefore, CZN’s proposal to change the Licence limits will not significantly alter prevailing
conditions.
Should you have any questions related to this letter, please contact Wilbert Antoine, CZN’s
Northern Development Manager based in Fort Simpson. Wilbert can also arrange a meeting if
you so desire.
Yours truly,

David P. Harpley, P. Geo.
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs

Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
Tel: (604) 688-2001 Fax: (604) 688-2043
E-mail:david@canadianzinc.com, Website: www.canadianzinc.com
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October 12, 2017
Chief Dolphus Jumbo
Sambaa K’e Dene Band
PO Box 10
Trout Lake, NT X0E 1Z0
Dear: Chief Dolphus,
Re:

Requests to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Changes to Existing Permits, Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to inform you that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) for changes to two existing Water
Licences and a Land Use Permit for the Prairie Creek Mine. The details of the proposed changes
are explained below.
Extension of Mine Operations Type A Water Licence MV2008L2-0002
CZN recently released the results of a Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS) for the Prairie Creek
Project, which demonstrates robust economics for an initial 15-year mine life. However, CZN
needs to secure financing for the approximate $300 million capital investment required to put the
Mine into operations.
The main Prairie Creek Mine operations permit, Type A Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the
Licence), was issued on September 24, 2013 and is due to expire on September 23, 2020.
Although this is approximately in three years’ time, the period is short given the time required to
secure financing, complete mine engineering work and undertake construction. The Licence
would expire at about the time CZN hopes to commence mine operations, therefore, the term of
the Licence needs to be extended.
When third party financiers review a project for investment worthiness, a prime consideration is
confirmation of permits to operate for the proposed life of the project. Having important permits
with only a few years of the term left, or even 5 years left compared to an initial mine life of 15
years, does not help in the quest to secure financing. Financiers do not understand the NWT
regulatory system whereby a Water Licence is usually renewed for a new term following review
of operating circumstances and Licence conditions.
The NWT Waters Act allows the MVLWB to issue a Water Licence with a term of up to 25
years. Therefore, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB to extend the term of Water Licence
MV2008L2-0002 to 25 years, with expiry in 2038. Although the MVLWB may review and
change the conditions of a Licence at any time, we will propose that a formal review process
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every five years be included in the amended Licence. This should satisfy all parties and also
should increase the probability of CZN securing adequate financing for the operation.
Extension of Winter Road Land Use Permit MV201F0007
Winter Road Land Use Permit MV201F0007 expires on January 10, 2018 but can be extended
for 2 years.
The Mackenzie Valley Review Board recently recommended that the Minister of CrownIndigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada approve the Report of Environmental
Assessment for CZN’s proposed all season road connecting the Mine to the Liard Highway. The
Minister may take up to 5 months to make a decision, but can extend this period. With a positive
decision, the project would then proceed to permitting, a process that may take in the order of 69 months.
CZN needs to maintain the ability to build a winter road to the Mine in the interim to bring in
supplies to support site care and maintenance activities, and perhaps to start preparing the site for
construction. Therefore, CZN will apply to the MVLWB for a 2 year extension to
MV2012F0007, in the event the Company wishes to use it next winter or the following winter.
Change to Zinc Limit in Exploration Water Licence MV2001L2-0003
CZN currently holds Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 which was obtained to develop an
underground decline for further exploration. The decline was completed in 2007, but CZN has
continued to use the Licence to treat mine water emanating from the main portal by gravity. Zinc
concentrations are elevated in the mine water. The water is mainly from the old workings created
by Cadillac.
The mine water is treated in an exploration-scale plant located near the portal. After treatment,
the water is routed to the Polishing Pond to settle out sediment. Discharge from the Polishing
Pond flows into the Catchment Pond where it mingles with other site runoff before release to
Harrison Creek via a culvert. Harrison Creek is a man-made channel at the discharge location
and flows into Prairie Creek about 45 m downstream.
Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 specifies that water leaving the Polishing Pond is to have a total
zinc concentration of no more than 0.3 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 0.6 mg/L
in a single sample. These limits are quite low and are difficult to achieve.
The current federal Metal Mine Effluent Regulation (MMER) specified limits for total zinc in
discharge of 0.5 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 1 mg/L in a single sample.
However, these limits have recently been reviewed and an imminent adjustment will change
them to 0.4 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 0.8 mg/L in a single sample.
CZN will be applying to the MVLWB to change the total zinc limits in the Licence to be the
same as the new MMER limits (0.4 and 0.8 mg/L). CZN is looking to improve the treatment of
mine water, but the revised limits should also enable compliance.
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Previous and recent studies and results show that there have been no significant effects on the
water quality or aquatic life in Prairie Creek as a result of mine drainage. These studies and
results cover the period before and after CZN’s commencement of mine water treatment in 2006.
Therefore, CZN’s proposal to change the Licence limits will not significantly alter prevailing
conditions.
Should you have any questions related to this letter, please contact Wilbert Antoine, CZN’s
Northern Development Manager based in Fort Simpson. Wilbert can also arrange a meeting if
you so desire.
Yours truly,

David P. Harpley, P. Geo.
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs

Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
Tel: (604) 688-2001 Fax: (604) 688-2043
E-mail:david@canadianzinc.com, Website: www.canadianzinc.com
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October 12, 2017
Chief Morris Moses
Pehdzeh Ki First Nation
General Delivery
Wrigley, NT X0E 1E0
Dear: Chief Morris,
Re:

Requests to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Changes to Existing Permits, Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to confirm that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) for changes to two existing Water
Licences and a Land Use Permit for the Prairie Creek Mine. Details of the proposed changes are
explained below.
Extension of Mine Operations Type A Water Licence MV2008L2-0002
CZN recently released the results of a Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS) for the Prairie Creek
Project, which demonstrates robust economics for an initial 15-year mine life. However, CZN
needs to secure financing for the approximate $300 million capital investment required to put the
Mine into operations.
The main Prairie Creek Mine operations permit, Type A Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the
Licence), was issued on September 24, 2013 and is due to expire on September 23, 2020.
Although this is approximately in three years’ time, the period is short given the time required to
secure financing, complete mine engineering work and undertake construction. The Licence
would expire at about the time CZN hopes to commence mine operations, therefore, the term of
the Licence needs to be extended.
When third party financiers review a project for investment worthiness, a prime consideration is
confirmation of permits to operate for the proposed life of the project. Having important permits
with only a few years of the term left, or even 5 years left compared to an initial mine life of 15
years, does not help in the quest to secure financing. Financiers do not understand the NWT
regulatory system whereby a Water Licence is usually renewed for a new term following review
of operating circumstances and Licence conditions.
The NWT Waters Act allows the MVLWB to issue a Water Licence with a term of up to 25
years. Therefore, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB to extend the term of Water Licence
MV2008L2-0002 to 25 years, with expiry in 2038. Although the MVLWB may review and
change the conditions of a Licence at any time, we will propose that a formal review process
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every five years be included in the amended Licence. This should satisfy all parties and also
should increase the probability of CZN securing adequate financing for the operation.
Extension of Winter Road Land Use Permit MV201F0007
Winter Road Land Use Permit MV201F0007 expires on January 10, 2018 but can be extended
for 2 years.
The Mackenzie Valley Review Board recently recommended that the Minister of CrownIndigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada approve the Report of Environmental
Assessment for CZN’s proposed all season road connecting the Mine to the Liard Highway. The
Minister may take up to 5 months to make a decision, but can extend this period. With a positive
decision, the project would then proceed to permitting, a process that may take in the order of 69 months.
CZN needs to maintain the ability to build a winter road to the Mine in the interim to bring in
supplies to support site care and maintenance activities, and perhaps to start preparing the site for
construction. Therefore, CZN will apply to the MVLWB for a 2 year extension to
MV2012F0007, in the event the Company wishes to use it next winter or the following winter.
Change to Zinc Limit in Exploration Water Licence MV2001L2-0003
CZN currently holds Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 which was obtained to develop an
underground decline for further exploration. The decline was completed in 2007, but CZN has
continued to use the Licence to treat mine water emanating from the main portal by gravity. Zinc
concentrations are elevated in the mine water. The water is mainly from the old workings created
by Cadillac.
The mine water is treated in an exploration-scale plant located near the portal. After treatment,
the water is routed to the Polishing Pond to settle out sediment. Discharge from the Polishing
Pond flows into the Catchment Pond where it mingles with other site runoff before release to
Harrison Creek via a culvert. Harrison Creek is a man-made channel at the discharge location
and flows into Prairie Creek about 45 m downstream.
Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 specifies that water leaving the Polishing Pond is to have a total
zinc concentration of no more than 0.3 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 0.6 mg/L
in a single sample. These limits are quite low and are difficult to achieve.
The current federal Metal Mine Effluent Regulation (MMER) specified limits for total zinc in
discharge of 0.5 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 1 mg/L in a single sample.
However, these limits have recently been reviewed and an imminent adjustment will change
them to 0.4 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 0.8 mg/L in a single sample.
CZN will be applying to the MVLWB to change the total zinc limits in the Licence to be the
same as the new MMER limits (0.4 and 0.8 mg/L). CZN is looking to improve the treatment of
mine water, but the revised limits should also enable compliance.
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Previous and recent studies and results show that there have been no significant effects on the
water quality or aquatic life in Prairie Creek as a result of mine drainage. These studies and
results cover the period before and after CZN’s commencement of mine water treatment in 2006.
Therefore, CZN’s proposal to change the Licence limits will not significantly alter prevailing
conditions.
Should you have any questions related to this letter, please contact Wilbert Antoine, CZN’s
Northern Development Manager based in Fort Simpson. Wilbert can also arrange a meeting if
you so desire.
Yours truly,

David P. Harpley, P. Geo.
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs

Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
Tel: (604) 688-2001 Fax: (604) 688-2043
E-mail:david@canadianzinc.com, Website: www.canadianzinc.com
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October 12, 2017
President Daniel Peterson
Fort Simpson Métis Nation
PO Box 408
Fort Simpson, NT X0E 0N0
Dear Daniel,
Re:

Requests to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Changes to Existing Permits, Prairie Creek Mine

This letter is to confirm that Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) intends to apply to the
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) for changes to two existing Water
Licences and a Land Use Permit for the Prairie Creek Mine. Details of the proposed changes are
explained below.
Extension of Mine Operations Type A Water Licence MV2008L2-0002
CZN recently released the results of a Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS) for the Prairie Creek
Project, which demonstrates robust economics for an initial 15-year mine life. However, CZN
needs to secure financing for the approximate $300 million capital investment required to put the
Mine into operations.
The main Prairie Creek Mine operations permit, Type A Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 (the
Licence), was issued on September 24, 2013 and is due to expire on September 23, 2020.
Although this is approximately in three years’ time, the period is short given the time required to
secure financing, complete mine engineering work and undertake construction. The Licence
would expire at about the time CZN hopes to commence mine operations, therefore, the term of
the Licence needs to be extended.
When third party financiers review a project for investment worthiness, a prime consideration is
confirmation of permits to operate for the proposed life of the project. Having important permits
with only a few years of the term left, or even 5 years left compared to an initial mine life of 15
years, does not help in the quest to secure financing. Financiers do not understand the NWT
regulatory system whereby a Water Licence is usually renewed for a new term following review
of operating circumstances and Licence conditions.
The NWT Waters Act allows the MVLWB to issue a Water Licence with a term of up to 25
years. Therefore, CZN will be applying to the MVLWB to extend the term of Water Licence
MV2008L2-0002 to 25 years, with expiry in 2038. Although the MVLWB may review and
change the conditions of a Licence at any time, we will propose that a formal review process
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every five years be included in the amended Licence. This should satisfy all parties and also
should increase the probability of CZN securing adequate financing for the operation.
Extension of Winter Road Land Use Permit MV201F0007
Winter Road Land Use Permit MV201F0007 expires on January 10, 2018 but can be extended
for 2 years.
The Mackenzie Valley Review Board recently recommended that the Minister of CrownIndigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada approve the Report of Environmental
Assessment for CZN’s proposed all season road connecting the Mine to the Liard Highway. The
Minister may take up to 5 months to make a decision, but can extend this period. With a positive
decision, the project would then proceed to permitting, a process that may take in the order of 69 months.
CZN needs to maintain the ability to build a winter road to the Mine in the interim to bring in
supplies to support site care and maintenance activities, and perhaps to start preparing the site for
construction. Therefore, CZN will apply to the MVLWB for a 2 year extension to
MV2012F0007, in the event the Company wishes to use it next winter or the following winter.
Change to Zinc Limit in Exploration Water Licence MV2001L2-0003
CZN currently holds Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 which was obtained to develop an
underground decline for further exploration. The decline was completed in 2007, but CZN has
continued to use the Licence to treat mine water emanating from the main portal by gravity. Zinc
concentrations are elevated in the mine water. The water is mainly from the old workings created
by Cadillac.
The mine water is treated in an exploration-scale plant located near the portal. After treatment,
the water is routed to the Polishing Pond to settle out sediment. Discharge from the Polishing
Pond flows into the Catchment Pond where it mingles with other site runoff before release to
Harrison Creek via a culvert. Harrison Creek is a man-made channel at the discharge location
and flows into Prairie Creek about 45 m downstream.
Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 specifies that water leaving the Polishing Pond is to have a total
zinc concentration of no more than 0.3 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 0.6 mg/L
in a single sample. These limits are quite low and are difficult to achieve.
The current federal Metal Mine Effluent Regulation (MMER) specified limits for total zinc in
discharge of 0.5 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 1 mg/L in a single sample.
However, these limits have recently been reviewed and an imminent adjustment will change
them to 0.4 mg/L as a monthly average, and no more than 0.8 mg/L in a single sample.
CZN will be applying to the MVLWB to change the total zinc limits in the Licence to be the
same as the new MMER limits (0.4 and 0.8 mg/L). CZN is looking to improve the treatment of
mine water, but the revised limits should also enable compliance.
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Previous and recent studies and results show that there have been no significant effects on the
water quality or aquatic life in Prairie Creek as a result of mine drainage. These studies and
results cover the period before and after CZN’s commencement of mine water treatment in 2006.
Therefore, CZN’s proposal to change the Licence limits will not significantly alter prevailing
conditions.
Should you have any questions related to this letter, please contact Wilbert Antoine, CZN’s
Northern Development Manager based in Fort Simpson. Wilbert can also arrange a meeting if
you so desire.
Yours truly,

David P. Harpley, P. Geo.
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs

Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
Tel: (604) 688-2001 Fax: (604) 688-2043
E-mail:david@canadianzinc.com, Website: www.canadianzinc.com
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January 2, 2018
David P. Harpley,
Vice President - Environment and Permitting Affairs
Canadian Zinc Corporation
Suite 1710 – 650 West Georgia Street,
VANCOUVER, BC V6B 4N9
Dear Mr. Harpley:

File: MV2008L2-0002

Email: david@canadianzinc.com

Water Licence Amendment Application – Incomplete
Mining and Milling – Prairie Creek, NT
The Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB or the Board) received your Amendment
Application for Water Licence MV2008L2-0002 on November 14, 2017. Your application has been
reviewed and deemed to be lacking sufficient information to be processed. For this application
to be considered complete and forwarded for review, the following information must be
submitted to our office:
1.

Board staff note that the Cover Letter attached to the Application references the
NWT Waters Act, which is not current legislation. Board staff encourage Canadian
Zinc Corporation (CZN) to review the Waters Act and determine if any changes are
required to the Amendment Application as a result of this review. CZN should
specifically review Sections 26 to 36 of the Waters Act, as these sections apply to
an amendment application.

2.

CZN has proposed the term of the Licence be increased to 25 years, with a formal
review of the Licence every five years. Board staff request that CZN provide
further detail as to how they anticipate this change will affect the Licence,
including proposed amendments to existing conditions, and wording for any new
conditions which may be required to achieve what CZN is proposing.

3.

An updated security estimate for the Prairie Creek mine site is required to be
completed in accordance with the Guidelines for Closure and Reclamation Cost
Estimates for Mines. Board staff strongly recommend CZN collaborate with the
Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT) in developing an updated
estimate. Board staff note that security requirements in the Licence are currently
scheduled in part due to CZN’s lease agreement with the GNWT 1. If any changes to
this agreement have taken place, or are anticipated, this information must be
provided to the Board to inform decisions related to security.

See the Board’s May 21, 2015 Reasons for Decision for Amendment to Water Licence MV2008L2-0002
MV2008L2-0002
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4.

A copy of CZN’s current Certificate of Corporate Registration from the GNWT.

5.

Board staff note the Board’s Engagement Guidelines recommend meeting with designated
individuals from affected parties in the case of a water licence amendment, and such
meetings are required for a renewal. CZN’s Application for amendment to the term of the
Licence is a significant amendment, and is of a similar nature to a renewal. Although the
Engagement Log attached to the Application indicates that CZN attempted to follow up
with affected parties following written notification, it is not clear that specific issues were
discussed and resolved, or left outstanding with plans for seeking resolution in follow-up
meetings. Board staff have concluded that meetings that did occur were incidental in
nature, and were not specifically scheduled with designated individuals who represent the
organization to discuss issues with the application. The Guidelines contain templates for
an engagement summary and log, which should be used to detail engagement activities
related to this Application. CZN must clearly show that engagement has been conducted in
accordance with the Guidelines.
Details of any meetings held to discuss the Application should include:
a.
When contact was first initiated;
b.
The nature, dates, and locations of meetings held;
c.
A list of groups represented at the meetings;
d.
A list of the issues raised by the stakeholders; and
e.
An indication of how the issues were addressed in the application.
If you are unable to contact and meet with any affected communities or Aboriginal
organizations or governments, please provide the reason(s) as to why the meeting(s) could
not be held. Provide a listing, including the dates, of any phone calls or other means that
may have been used to provide information about the project and to hear any interests or
concerns of community representatives and/or Aboriginal organizations or governments
with respect to your proposed development.

Upon receipt of this information, your application will be reviewed in accordance with the
Waters Act. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact me at (867) 766-7453 or email
jmorse@mvlwb.com.
Yours sincerely,

Julian Morse
Regulatory Specialist
Copied to: Nahum Lee, GNWT-Water Inspector
Nathen Richea, Manager, Water Regulatory, GNWT – Water Resources

MV2008L2-0002
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April 5, 2018
Julian Morse
Regulatory Officer
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
7th Floor, 4922 48th St.
PO Box 2130
Yellowknife, NT
X1A 2P6
Dear Mr. Morse:
Re:

Extension of Mine Operations Type A Water Licence MV2008L2-0002
Prairie Creek Mine

Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) applied for an extension to mine operations Water Licence
MV2008L2-0002 which is due to expire on September 23, 2020.
We refer to the Board’s letter dated January 2, 2018 requesting further information. This is
provided below.
1. CZN has reviewed the Waters Act and does not see any reason to change the Amendment
Application. Sections 26. (2) (a) and 36. (1) (a) provide for issue or renewal of a licence
for a term not exceeding 25 years, and Section 36. (1) (b) allows the Board to amend a
licence “for a specified term”.
2. Licences are currently usually issued for five or seven years. Before the term of such
licences is extended, a review of conditions occurs to ensure they are appropriate for the
operation. Granting a licence term of 25 years would potentially mean the absence of
conditions review for an extended period. Understanding that this could raise concerns
with regulators and/or other parties, CZN has proposed to include a formal review of
conditions at appropriate intervals. In this way, conditions remain suitable, but the licence
does not expire, which is the object of the Amendment Application. Regarding a new
condition to enable this to occur, it would be appropriate to include some flexibility in
terms of the frequency of review. However, reviews too frequently would impose a
greater regulatory burden, while reviews too infrequently might raise concerns. There
also needs to be recognition that the Board may elect to review and alter conditions at any
time, on its own motion. Therefore, to balance these considerations, if the Board agrees to
extend the licence term to 25 years, CZN proposes that the following condition also be
added: “A formal review of licence conditions will occur after a period of not less than
four years, and not more than seven years, unless compelling evidence is provided to the
Board to alter this period, or unless the Board decides to undertake a review conditions
based on its own motion”.
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3. As instructed, CZN contacted the Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT)
regarding an updated security estimate for the Prairie Creek mine site. GNWT advised
CZN to acquire the latest version of the Reclaim Model (v. 7.0), and to provide an
updated draft estimate in accordance with the Guidelines for Closure and Reclamation
Cost Estimates for Mines (Nov. 2017). CZN provided an updated draft estimate to the
GNWT (copy attached). After review, the GNWT provided some initial comments, but
suggested that formal review and comment should be made as part of the Board’s
application analysis process.
4. Documents confirming CZN’s current status regarding Corporate Registration in the
NWT are attached.
5. CZN has conducted follow-up engagement with groups in Fort Simpson. Updated
engagement logs are attached. Comments are made specific to each group:
LKFN: Subsequent to the Board’s information request, CZN contacted LKFN five times
asking for a meeting, and a brief meeting was subsequently held on February 19, 2018.
We followed this up with an email on February 23, 2018 to confirm that the engagement
was satisfactory. We received a reply two days later. The email reply refers to
“outstanding obligations, financial or otherwise”. The specifics of the proposed 2008
Water Licence term amendment are not mentioned. Copies of these emails are attached.
LKFN subsequently wrote a letter to the Board dated March 1, 2018 (copy attached)
stating that CZN “has not complied with the Board’s Engagement Guidelines”. The letter
asks CZN to provide “adequate resources” for engagement to occur. We submit that CZN
has tried to meaningfully engage with LKFN on this application, consistent with the
Board’s Engagement Guidelines.
DFN: CZN made similar attempts to engage with the DFN. We were able to talk to the
executive assistant, who said he would speak to the Grand Chief about a meeting. The
executive assistant called CZN on March 14, 2018 to explain that the DFN relies on the
Bands to take a position on regulatory matters, after which the DFN supports them.
CZN’s response was that the Company respected that, and asked if DFN could put that in
an email as evidence for the Board. We have not received said email.
Fort Simpson Metis: CZN completed engagement with the FSM, and received a letter of
support dated March 14, 2018 (copy attached).
We trust the above information addresses your current requirements. Should you have any
questions related to this letter, please contact us.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
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Pre-Submission Engagement Summary
Name of Proponent:

Canadian Zinc Corporation

Name of Affected Party:

Liidlii Kue First Nation

Name(s) of
representative(s)
from affected
party who
participated in
engagement

Name(s) of
representative(s)
from proponent
who participated
in engagement

Dates of
Engagement

‐
Chief Gerald Antoine
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
Chief Gerald Antoine

‐
Wilbert Antoine
Wilbert Antoine
Wilbert Antoine
Wilbert Antoine
Wilbert Antoine
Wilbert Antoine
Wilbert Antoine

Oct 12, 2017
Oct 30, 2017
Jan 10, 2018
Jan 19, 2018
Jan 31, 2018
Feb 13, 2018
Feb 16, 2018
Feb 19, 2018

Chief Gerald Antoine

David Harpley

Feb 23, 2018

Reason(s) for
Engagement

Overview of Issue(s)
Resolved

Overview of Issue(s)
Unresolved

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Water Licence
Amendments

Name & Signature of Proponent (representative):

Name & Signature of Affected Party (representative):

D. Harpley

Pre-Submission Engagement Log
Date

Attendees

Oct 12, 2017
Oct 30, 2017

‐
Chief Gerald
Antoine

Jan 10, 2018
Jan 19, 2018
Jan 31, 2018

‐
‐
‐

Feb 13, 2018
Feb 16, 2018

‐
‐

Feb 19, 2018

Chief Gerald
Antoine

Feb 23, 2018

Chief Gerald
Antoine

Engagement
Activity Type

Letter to Chief
Meeting in his
office

Call to Band
office. Chief not
in. Left message.
Call not returned.
Call to Band
office. Chief in
meetings. Left
message. Call not
returned.
Brief meeting.
Described reasons
for water licence
amendments.
Explained formal
process to come
re comments.
Email to Chief
(attached) asking
if further
engagement
required.

Issue(s) Raised by
Affected Party

Recommendation
from Affected
Party

Proponent
Response
to Issue

Information
Materials
Provided?

Written
Correspondence,
meeting notes or
minutes?

‐

‐
‐

Y
N

Y
N

‐
‐
‐

None
Chief said they will
respond ‘soon’.
No response
received to date
None
None
None

‐
‐
‐

N
N
N

N
N
N

‐
‐

None
None

‐
‐

N
N

N
N

Chief expressed
outstanding
obligations, financial
or otherwise. Did
not comment on WL
amendment.

None

‐

N

N

Chief replied and
noted that Feb 19
was first time he
had spoken to CZN
since Aug 2017,
although a mtg
occurred Oct 30.
Chief raised only
financial issues.

None

‐

N

N

None

Pre-Submission Engagement Summary
Name of Proponent:

Canadian Zinc Corporation

Name of Affected Party:

Dehcho First Nation

Name(s) of
representative(s)
from affected party
who participated in
engagement

Name(s) of
representative(s)
from proponent
who participated
in engagement

Dates of
Engagement

‐
Gregg Nyuli, exec. asst.
‐

‐
Wilbert Antoine
Wilbert Antoine
Wilbert Antoine
Wilbert Antoine
Wilbert Antoine
Wilbert Antoine
David Harpley

Oct 12, 2017
Oct 25, 2017
Jan 10, 2018
Jan 19, 2018
Jan 31, 2018
Mar 5, 2018
Mar 8, 2018
Mar 14, 2018

‐
Gregg Nyuli, exec. asst.
Gregg Nyuli, exec. asst.
‐
Gregg Nyuli, exec. asst.

Reason(s) for
Engagement

Overview of Issue(s)
Resolved

Overview of Issue(s)
Unresolved

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Water Licence
Amendments

Name & Signature of Proponent (representative):

Name & Signature of Affected Party (representative):

D. Harpley

Pre-Submission Engagement Log
Date

Attendees

Engagement
Activity Type

Oct 12, 2017

‐

Oct 25, 2017

Gregg Nyuli,
exec. asst.

Jan 10, 2018

‐

Jan 19, 2018
Jan 31, 2018

‐
Gregg Nyuli,
exec. asst.

Mar 5, 2018

Gregg Nyuli,
exec. asst.

Mar 8, 2018

‐

Mar 14,
2018

Gregg Nyuli,
exec. asst.

Issue(s)
Raised by
Affected Party

Recommendation
from Affected
Party

Letter to Grand Chief

None

Meeting

Call to DFN. Grand
Chief not in.
Visited DFN office.
Grand Chief not in.
Explained water
licence amendments.
Asked for meeting
when Grand Chief
returns. No reply as
of Feb 19.
Meeting. Grand Chief
on travel. Arranged
to meet him Mar 8.
Grand Chief out all
day.
Phone call. Mr Nyuli
explained DFN relies
on Bands to take
positions then
supports them.

Proponent
Response
to Issue

Information
Materials
Provided?

Written
Correspondence,
meeting notes or
minutes?

None

‐

Y

Y

None

None

Y

N

None

None

Explained
the Oct 12
letter and
gave him
copy for the
Grand Chief
‐

N

N

None
None

None
None

‐
‐

N
N

N
N

None

None

‐

N

N

None

None

‐

N

N

Pre-Submission Engagement Summary
Name of Proponent:

Canadian Zinc Corporation

Name of Affected Party:

Fort Simpson Metis Nation

Name(s) of
representative(s)
from affected party
who participated in
engagement

‐
President Dan
Peterson
‐
‐
‐
President Dan
Peterson
‐
President Dan
Peterson

Name(s) of
Dates of
representative(s) Engagement
from proponent
who participated
in engagement

‐
Wilbert Antoine

Oct 12, 2017
Oct 26, 2017

Wilbert Antoine
Wilbert Antoine
Wilbert Antoine
Wilbert Antoine

Jan 10, 2018
Jan 19, 2018
Jan 31, 2018
Feb 16, 2018

Wilbert Antoine
Wilbert Antoine

Feb 19, 2018
Mar 6, 2018

Reason(s) for
Engagement

Overview of Issue(s)
Resolved

Overview of Issue(s)
Unresolved

‐

‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

Water Licence
Amendments

Name & Signature of Proponent (representative):

D. Harpley

Name & Signature of Affected Party (representative):

Pre-Submission Engagement Log
Date

Attendees

Oct 12, 2017

‐

Oct 26, 2017

President Dan
Peterson

Jan 10, 2018

‐

Jan 19, 2018
Jan 31, 2018

‐
‐

Feb 16, 2018

President Dan
Peterson

Feb 19, 2018

‐

Mar 6, 2018

President Dan
Peterson

Engagement
Activity Type

Issue(s)
Raised by
Affected
Party

Recommendation
from Affected
Party

Proponent
Response to
Issue

Information
Materials
Provided?

Written
Correspondence,
meeting notes or
minutes?

Letter to
President

None

None

‐

Y

Y

Meeting

None

None

Y

N

Phone call.
President
unavailable.
Left message to
reply. Call not
returned.
Meeting

None

None

Explained
contents of Oct
12 letter and
gave him copy
‐

N

N

None
None

None
None

‐
‐

N
N

N
N

None

None

N

N

Phone call. No
answer
Meeting.

None

None

The proposed
water licence
changes were
explained.
Arranged to
meet to further
discuss on Feb 19
‐

N

N

N

N

Why 25 yr
extension?

OK with
proposals.
Requested
monthly updates
of project.

Need for 25 yr
WL explained.

RE: Extension of Water Licence MV2008L2-0002

https://mail.canadianzinc.com/owa/?ae=Item&t=IPM.Note&id=RgAA...

RE: Extension of Water Licence MV2008L2-0002
Chief Gerald Antoine [chief@liidliikue.com]
Sent:February-25-18 6:01 PM
To: David Harpley
Cc: Wilbert Antoine; Alan B.. Taylor; Kele Antoine [imagift@hotmail.com]; Larry Innes [linnes@oktlaw.com]; climate
[finance@liidliikue.com]; Dieter [resources@liidliikue.com]; Liza [exdir@liidliikue.com]

David Harley
Thank you for contac ng Our Dene Oﬃce
Yes, Mr. Wilbert Antoine had called our oﬃce early Monday Feb 19th, reques ng a brief sit down, which had taken
place at 3:00 PM of the same day. He dropped oﬀ the same October 12, 2017 le er, which you have referred to in
your email message.
I would like to point out though that this is the ﬁrst me since August 22, 2017, that I had spoken with any
representa ves from Canadian Zinc.
On February 19th brief sit down with Canadian Zinc Representa ve, we did express outstanding obliga ons, ﬁnancial
or otherwise that CZN hasn’t addressed,
that there is need to work together so that whatever diﬀerences exist, they need to be addressed, that there was no
commitment from the CZN Oﬃcial that all outstanding issues were going to be resolved however he said he will talk to
his superiors to see if they can follow the same process that we had taken with Enbridge which the aﬀected
communi es worked on successfully.
Unfortunately, I was absence from the oﬃce due to ill reasons and I’ve just returned this year and will get back to you
on the ma er of the October 12, 2017 Le er.
Once again thank you for following up on this with us.
Chief Gerald Antoine

From: David Harpley [mailto:david@canadianzinc.com]
Sent: Friday, February 23, 2018 4:46 PM
To: Chief Gerry Antoine <chief@liidliikue.com>
Cc: Wilbert Antoine <wilbert@canadianzinc.com>; Alan B.. Taylor <alan@canadianzinc.com>
Subject: Extension of Water Licence MV2008L2‐0002
Dear Chief, I refer to the attached letter and CZN's proposed extension of the term for operations Water Licence
MV2008L2-0002.
We are required by the Water Board to engage with affected Indigenous groups before the Board will commence their
formal review process of our application. This engagement is to confirm you received the letter, discuss its contents
and record any concerns you may have. Please note that you will have an opportunity to comment in more detail
during the review process.
I note that Wilbert Antoine has spoken to you about this issue already. Wilbert will be contacting you again to ask if
you require a further meeting with him to complete this engagement, or if you are satisfied with the engagement that
has already occurred. Alternatively, you can also reply to this email with your comments.
Thank you.
David Harpley
VP, Environment and Permitting Affairs

1 of 2

2018-03-15, 11:22 AM

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Julian Morse
David Harpley
Alan B.. Taylor; Permits; Shelagh Montgomery; Chris Hotson; Jacqueline Ho; Jen Potten; Angela Plautz
RE: MV2008L2-0002
April 6, 2018 4:21:11 PM

Hi David,
Thank you for your April 5, 2018 Letter. I am pleased to note that the majority of items requested in
Board Staff’s January 2, 2018 Incomplete Letter have been addressed. Engagement with Liidlii Kue
First Nation (LKFN) has not been deemed sufficient at this time, however.
Regarding engagement with LKFN, it appears engagement was initiated by CZN, and they have
received a response from LKFN indicating they are open to further engagement to resolve
outstanding issues. The Engagement Log indicates LKFN raised financial issues but did not comment
on the application. It is not clear what issues are outstanding, however these details are required to
assist Board staff in determining whether engagement is sufficient. Further follow-up is
recommended with LKFN; ideally, the Amendment Application should be discussed substantively in
order to discuss any concerns LKFN may have with the Application, address the concerns where
possible in the application, and develop a plan for follow-up for concerns which may require further
engagement.
Developing an Engagement Plan in accordance with the Board’s Guidelines would likely assist CZN
with engagement activities. Examples are available on the Board’s public registry for various files,
and the process for developing an Engagement Plan is detailed in the Board’s Engagement
Guidelines.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. Please note that I will be out of the office
from April 9-25, 2018. Jacqueline Ho and Jen Potten will be covering for me in my absence.
Thank you,

Julian Morse
Regulatory Specialist
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
7th Floor, 4922 48th St. | PO Box 2130 | Yellowknife, NT | Canada | X1A 2P6
ph 867.766.7453 | mobile 867.446.0276 | fax 867.873.6610
jmorse@mvlwb.com | www.mvlwb.com
Please note: All correspondence to the Board, including emails, letters, faxes, and attachments are
public documents and may be posted to the Public Registry.

